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1. This Plan has been prepared by Penama Province in pursuance of Section 11(1) of the 

National Disaster Act 2000. 
 
 
 
 
 
             
 Date       Signed: Name 

Council Chirman 
        PENAMA PROVINCE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. This Plan is approved in accordance with Section 11(2) of the National Disaster Act 2000. 
 
 
 
 
             
 Date       Signed: Job Esau 

Director 
NATIONAL DISASTER 
MANAGEMENT OFFICE 

 
 
 
This plan is valid for 1 year from the date of approval by the Director of the National Disaster 
Management Office. 
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SECTION I 
 
 

STRATEGIC  
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PART 1 — Mission Statement 
 
Penama province realises the value of disaster planning in ensuring that the economic, social and 
cultural well being of the community is provided for. As such the council has made a commitment 
to increasing the awareness and preparedness levels of the Penama province community.  This will 
be accomplished through the activities outlined in this plan.  The plan complies with and is part of 
the adopted Comprehensive Hazard and Risk Management (CHARM) strategy of the Vanuatu 
Government and aspects fall into the four phases of: 
 
1. Reduction 

 Activities that identify and analyze community risks and hazards, and mitigation actions to 
reduce or eliminate the effects of risks and hazards. 

 
2. Readiness 

 Planning and preparation so organizations and the community are ready to respond during 
a disaster. 

 
3. Response 

 The co-ordinated reaction to the disaster through pre-agreed arrangement and plans.  The 
response phase continues until the community situation is stabilized and the community 
can function safely, although not at a normal level.  The response phase is normally 
carried out during the State of Emergency. 

 
4. Recovery 

 This phase starts at an early part of the response and continues until essential services are 
restored to a minimum operating standard. 

 
Part of this commitment is also to ensure the testing and evaluation of this plan at regular intervals, 
through both exercises and actual events. 
 
    
Prepared by Name 
Secretary General Penama Province 
        
 
 
 
 
            
Signed          Date   
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PART 2 - Introduction 

 
A State of Emergency can result from any “Disaster” defined as an actual or imminent occurrence 
of one of the following: a) an earthquake, tsunami, cyclone, storm, flood, volcanic eruption, 
drought, bushfire or other natural happening; b) an explosion, fire, oil spill, chemical spill, air 
disaster, maritime disaster or accident of any other kind; c) an infestation, plague or epidemic; 
being an occurrence that: d) endangers, or threatens to endanger, the safety or health of people in 
Vanuatu; or e) damages, or threatens to destroy or damage, property in Vanuatu (Definition, 
National Disaster Act 2000.) 
 
The initial response to a disaster should come from people in the immediate area.  It is the 
community who are normally the first responders followed by the emergency and essential service 
organizations.  Isolation of parts of the Penama province can easily occur during a disaster.  
Disruption to communication, services and transport may prevent outside assistance to some areas 
for some time. 
 
Emergency Response is based on the concept of self-help and mutual support.  People are expected 
to be responsible for the welfare of themselves, their families, people living at the same address, 
their work groups and neighbours during a disaster and if necessary go to the nearest checkpoint 
for assistance. 
 
The Penama province headquarters obtains the overview of what has happened and co-ordinates 
assistance throughout the province in the first instance and should lines of communication be cut 
to Port Villa.  Where necessary, external resources are requested and their distribution within the 
province is co-ordinated by the Penama head quarters. 
 
The effectiveness of this document will depend on the ability of organisations and department to 
understand its components and to implement actions in accordance with the procedures listed and 
to carry out the assigned disaster roles and responsibilities within their resource capabilities. 
 
Aims 
 
This plan has been developed to assist the disaster committees in Penama to coordinate the disaster 
work and has been developed in light of section 11 part 1 of the National Disaster Act, 2000. 
 
The aim of the plan is to detail the province level arrangement for the effective coordinated 
resonse of provinicial, central government, non-gorvernment, statutory, private and voluntary 
resources to deal with the effects of a hazard impact within the Penama Province. 
 
Relationship with other plans 
 
The Provincial Disaster Management Plan is intended to coordinate the work in conjunction with  
the National Disaster Management Plan and other plans prepared by central government, non-
government organisations, aid donors, other agencies and other provinces. 
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PART 3 - Goals 
 

This plan has been developed with the following goals in mind: 
 

1. The risk to life, safety and property is minimised 
2. The economic, social and cultural well-being of the community is provided for 
3. The public environment is accessible, safe, lively and enjoyable 
4. The community’s heritage is protected 
5. The region remains attractive for visitors 
6. The region maintains it’s ability to cope with major natural and technological disaster 
7. The economic development is sustained 
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PART 4 – Hazards and Risks 

 
Environmental Description 
 
The Province of Penama is located about 250 km North of Port Vila, it consists of three islands, 
the most northerly being Maewo and the southernmost is Pentecost. The total area of the Province 
is 1113 km2 and the 1999 population was 26,646 persons (for an island breakdown see appendix 
1.) 
 
Vanuatu lies above and eastward of a major geologic boundary between two ‘Plates’ of the Earth’s 
crust.  This so called subduction zone is where the Indo-Australian plate slides beneath the Pacific 
Plate.  This causes the mountainous uplifted terrain of the Penama Province Islands, and the 
volanism present on Ambae Island.  This motion between the two plates also causes the common 
earthquakes in the entire Vanuatu area.  
 
The province has a wet tropical climate. The eastern coasts of Pentecost and Maewo are the 
wettest places in Vanuatu with Maewo receiving the highest average annual rainfall at 4500mm. 
Cyclone season in Vanuatu runs from December to March, with a cyclone hitting the province on 
average once every 1-2 years. 
 
Air and sea are the modes of transportation linking the Penama province with that of the other 
islands of Vanuatu and these can be subject to weather. 
 
Hazardscape – for the hazard specific Operational Support Plans see appendix 2 
 
• Earthquake 
 
Penama is susceptible to earthquakes due to the active subduction zone in the area and may also 
experience volcanic earthquakes.  A major earthquake centred beneath the province will cause 
extensive damage and severe disruption.  Pemama is also likely to experience minor effects should 
there be an earthquake located in another province of Vanuatu.  
 
Of the 2000-4500 earthquakes recorded annually in Vanuatu, only 1-2 per month are strong 
enough to be felt, and even less are dangerous.  Earthquakes affecting parts of Penama Province 
have occurred in 1965, 1971 and 1984.  The most recent and most devastating earthquake recorded 
in Penama Province in the last 30 years, occured on 27 November 1999 (Magnitude 7.5 – located 
south of Pentecost), damage types mostly on Pentecost Island included: 

- 5 deaths due to a collapsing house (17% of houses destroyed or damaged, up to 50% 
of churches) 

- 5 deaths due to a tsunami (plus 24 boats destroyed, livestock lost and houses 
destroyed) 

- Widespread damage to water supply systems, landslide blockages of roads and threats 
to villages. 

 
 
• Tsunami 
 
Penama province can be affected by tsunami generated by both volcanic and earthquake activity.  
Three damaging tsunamis are known from the Penama area (1965 – 2 events, 1999), but many 
more have either not been reported or occurred in nearby areas.  The tsunamic generated during 
the November 1999 earthquake ran up at least 6 m in the Bay Martelli, caused 5 deaths and 
destroyed an entire village, as well as most of the boats in the southern part of Pentecost.  Such 
locally generated tsunamis can be generated by undersea landslips, earthquakes or by undersea 
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volcanic activity, and all allow little or no time for warning.  Additional tsunamis can be generated 
at distant locations (e.g. South America) and travel across the Pacific, although these are normally 
preceeded by hours of warning.    
 
Tsunami activity is a high risk to the province of Penama because of the high population 
concentrations in coastal areas. 
 
• Weather (cyclone, storm) 
 
Penama’s geographic location and terrain means it is susceptible to hazardous weather events.  
These are cyclones, strong wind, lightning strikes, as well as heavy rain.  These events are usually 
season dependent.  Cyclones strike the province on average every 1-2 years and cyclone season 
runs from November to April each year.  The risk associated with these events is high and the 
impact can vary between minimal and serious, depending on the intensity of the event.   Typical 
associated hazards include, floods, storm surges and landslides, the latter being encouraged by the 
steep slopes and thick volcanic soils in the Province.  Typical impacts include building damage 
(especially constructions of local materials), road blockages, water supply disruption and damage 
to boats. 
 
• Flood 
 
Penama is susceptible to flooding from a number of rivers, particularly those with steep channels 
(e.g. on Ambae and Pentecost) and local ponding.  Flood events are normally associated with 
heavy rainstorms and cyclones, although they could also be generated by small-scale volcanic 
activity on Ambae.  A major flood normally occurs around once per year in Penama Province. 
 
During a major river flood, people and property located near the river channel will be affected, this 
can be compounded and larger areas affected if there is local water ponding behind landslide 
debris.   Impacts are high also on roads and bridges as well as water supply systems. 
 
• Volcanic Eruption 
 
The active volcano in Penama is that of Ambae, which is a large basaltic strato-volcano.  The 
activity of this volcano is characterised by long periods of rest between dangerous eruptions, hence 
there is a tendency to take its potential threat lightly.  Past eruptions have included: 

- around 1670 AD lava flows devastated a large area of West Ambae and according to 
legend caused up to 300 deaths. 

- Around 1870 AD volcanic mud flows/floods that apparently caused the deaths of up to 
100 people. 

- 1914 further devastating lahars occurred with an uncertain number of people killed. 
- Strong emissions of gas that killed vegetation, along with minor Lake Voui centred 

explosions in 1966, 1971, 1976, 1991, 1993, 1994 and 1995. 
 
Hazards from this volcano can include lahars or volcanic mudflows/floods flowing mainly down 
the river channels, lava flows, ash falls, explosions from Lake Voui and volcanic gas release.  In 
addition, new volcanic vents could open as fissures at each end of the island, producing 
explosions, ash fall and lava flows.  
 
Penama Province may also be affected to a lesser degree from ash eruptions of neighbouring 
islands (e.g. Ambrym) and submarine volcanic eruptions, which may generate tsunamis.  
 
• Drought 
 
There is a moderate risk of drought in Penama, which may result in water shortages, decreased 
agricultural production and increasing occurrence of water-borne diseases. 
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• Fire 
 
There is the potential of structural fire, particularly where fuel supplies are held. There is also a 
potential for vegetation fires after a drought period. 
 
• Technological  
 
There is a moderate chance of air or sea accident that may require emergency action. 
 
• Infestation, Plague or Epidemic 
 
There is a moderate chance of a disease affecting livestock, or an infestation affecting crops. There 
is also the possibility of an severe Malaria or Dengue Fever outbreak. 
 
• Hazardous Materials 
 
Penama has a low likelihood of a large-scale hazardous material accident, with the exception of a 
shipping accident invoving spillage of fuel oil. On land there are supplies of fuels and weedkillers 
and these could affect the local environment should there be a leak or spill. 
 
Disruptive Consequences of Disaster 
 
Each hazard and disaster event has its own pattern.  In most cases the effects of the disaster are 
predictable. 
 

• Loss of Shelter 
 

Floods, cyclones, earthquakes, tsunamis and volcanic activity will cause long-term loss of 
shelter of some of the residential population.  The affected population may need to be housed 
in emergency shelter until permanent shelter is restored. 

 
Volcanic eruption can cause short-term to permanent disruption, depending on the nature of 
eruption products and length of eruptions. Residents of red, yellow and green hazard zones 
(refer to volcanic operational support plan, appendix 2) will in turn be evacuated depending on 
the nature of the activity and will need emergency shelter and supplies for an indefinite period 
of time. 

 
Storms, fires and hazardous materials will affect a smaller portion of the population and in 
most cases, cause short-term disruption. 

 
• Loss of Life Lines 

 
An earthquake will severely affect life lines (e.g. telecommunications, water, power, roading) 
either through damage to the systems or overload.  It is likely that there will be disruption to 
roading, water supply and power loss. Since it is not practical to evacuate large portions of the 
population because of life line failure, people are expected to provide welfare for themselves 
by stockpiling necessary supplies to carry them through this period. 

 
Volcanic eruption may affect life lines depending on its nature; even a moderate eruption or 
one from another area may cause pollution to water supplies, damage to crops and livestock 
and effect power at Saratamata. 

 
Cyclones may severely affect life lines through damage or pollution. 
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Floods will only affect life line services in specific areas that have been flooded unless a major 
life line carrier, eg, bridge has been damaged. 

 
Other disasters will only have an intermittent effect on life lines. 

 
• Loss of Education Facilities 

 
An earthquake or cyclone has the potential to affect all education institutions in the province 
either through physical damage or loss of services.  A flood or volcanic eruption has the 
potential to disrupt most to all of educational institutions through physical damage, loss of life 
lines or disruption to the population.  Individual institutions may be affected by other events, 
eg, fire or storm. 

 
Restoration of education is a high priority. 

 
• Loss of Transport 

 
An earthquake will disrupt transport systems by damage to roads, bridges and in some cases 
loss of fuel supplies.  There is a probability that there will be bridge damage in some places.  
There is a high probability of numerous landslides causing disruption. 

 
A flood will cause temporary disruption to flooded areas.  Damage to a road bridge will cause 
longer disruption.  There is a high probability of large-scale slips and wash-outs in many hill 
areas, causing moderate term disruption to road traffic. 

 
A volcanic eruption may cause disruption to specific roads and in particular ash eruptions will 
cause disruption to air transport. 

 
A cyclone event will cause severe disruption to both air and sea transport.  

 
 

• Loss of Businesses and Industry 
 
An earthquake will cause large-scale disruption to business and industry through physical 
damage, loss of supply/distribution routes, loss of facilities, affected staff and loss of their 
systems.  In most cases where damage is minimal, recovery will be rapid.  The population will, 
during the early impact phase, either be unable to access their normal suppliers or find 
commodities in short supply. 

 
A flood or volcanic eruption will affect businesses and industry that have been physically 
damaged and also through disruption to supplies, staff and customers. Individual businesses 
and industry may be affected by other events. 
 
 
• Loss of Food Crops 

 
Cyclones, earthquakes (landslides), and volcanic eruptions may cause significant short-
medium term damage to food crops and hence strongly impact the subsistence-based 
communities of Penama Province.  Impacts will depend on the time of year (eg. flowering and 
fruiting times for Mangoes) and crop types (eg. bananas being particularly susceptible to 
cyclone damage). 
 
For short periods (days) food will be available even from damaged gardens, but shortages will 
begin after this period and last as long as planting cycles are re-established. 
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PART 5 – Mitigation (REDUCTION) 

 
Existing Management Mechanisms 
 
Although there is currently no legislation to manage land development in hazard prone 
areas, the council takes an active role in hazard reduction. Workshops are run on an annual 
basis to inform people of the risk involved with building in hazardous areas and to give 
advice on hazard-resistant building construction methods. The council is also involved 
with the coastal planting of Pandamas trees as a barrier to inhibit wind and sea erosion. 
 
Gaps and Inconsistencies in Existing Management Mechanisms  
 
As there is presently no legislation available, the Council’s role in hazard reduction is only 
advisory.  This means that; firstly, only those who attend the workshops are aware of the 
risks involved, and, secondly, that residents are free to ignore the advice if they choose. 
 
Priority Issues to be addressed  
 
Increasing the number of people who are informed of the risk of building in hazard prone 
areas. Pursuing possible ways to encourage residents to comply with mitigation advice. 
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PART 6 – Preparedness (READINESS) 
 
Readiness activities include all those that are done to prepare the community to be ready to 
respond to an emergency. These include public education, assistance with self-development of 
community plans, volunteer and staff training for response, testing systems such as evacuations 
and other elements of the plan, maintaining and routine exercising of monitoring and warning 
systems, maintaining and day-to-day running of operational systems such as the communications 
system and ensuring that agreements are in place with other organisations should the need arise to 
get assistance with resources.  
 
The following table outlines the readiness activities carried out in the Penama province: 
 
 
Activity 
 

Responsibility Timing 

Establishment of a Province 
Disaster Management Komiti*. 
Komiti meetings. 

Provincial Office Initially and meetings as 
needed. 

Development and updating of 
Provincial Disaster 
Management Plan 

Provincial Office Ongoing, once a year 

Development and updating of 
Operational Support Plans (see 
appendix 2 for completed 
plans) 

Provincial Office Initially volcanic support plan 
to be completed within 3 
months of acceptance of this 
plan and Ongoing to develop at 
least one a year and to update 
each once a year 

Public education drive 
including development and 
distribution of preparedness 
documentation and public 
workshops (see appendix 3 for 
hazard checklists) 

Provincial Office 
Area Council 

Ongoing, at least once a year 

Assistance to communities 
with the self-development of 
community plans  

Provincial Office 
Area Council 
Community Coordinators 

Initially within 3 months of 
acceptance of this plan and 
Ongoing once a year within 3 
months of the acceptance of a 
new Provincial plan 

Public education of the 
community plans 

Community Coordinators Ongoing at least once a year 
when they are updated 

Volunteer and staff training: 
• Assessment Forms 

(refer appendix 4) 
• Information 

Management 
• Logistics 
• Communications 
• First Aid 

Provincial Office  
1 course a year 
 
1 course every 3 years 
Or on request 
“ “ 
“ “ 
1 course every 2 years 

Major exercise testing 
evacuation systems and other 
elements of the plan 

Provincial Office 1 every 2 years unless there are 
major changes to the plan 
which need to be tested more 
immediately 

Exercise testing community 
plans 

Provincial Office  
Area Council 

Ongoing at least once a year 
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Community Coordinators 
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Continued. 
Maintenance and testing of 
monitoring and warning 
systems 

Department of Geology Mines 
and Water Resources 

Ongoing with a 3 monthly 
system check 

Maintenance and testing of 
communications systems 

Provincial Office Ongoing with a 3 monthly 
system check 

Establishing and maintaining 
agreements for outside 
assistance and resources 

Provincial Office Ongoing once a year prior to 
the acceptance of a new 
Provincial plan 

 
 
*Disaster Management Komiti Members 

 
• Secretary General 
 
• Disaster Co-ordinator (Deputy Secretary Genereal) 
 
• Economist (Planner) 
 
• Second Lieutenant Police Officer 
 
• Principal Agricultural Extension Officer 
 
• Principal Education Officer 
 
• Provincial Health Manager 
 
• Public Works Manager (subdivision) 
 
• Church Reps. (Lolowai, Church of Christ, Seven Day Adventist) 
 
• Principal Forestry Extension Officer 
 
• Co-operative Management Officer 
 
• Head of Chiefs 
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PART 7 – Objectives, Targets and Actions 
 
 

Objective 
 

Target Action 

Reduce the population growth 
and number of building 
structures located in high 
hazard areas 

To inform every person of the 
hazard, necessary mitigation 
and ensuring compliance 

Produce mitigation 
information and distribute 
Examine possible bylaw 
introduction / incentives 

Improve communities 
resilience and self sufficiency 

For every person to have a 
knowledge of hazards and 
what to do in an event 
Every community to have own 
supplies for emergency event 

Produce hazard information 
and distribute 
 
Assist communities to preserve 
own food and water supplies, 
provide demonstrations of food 
preservation techniques if 
necessary 

Increase economic resilience Minimise the economic 
disruption of an event 

Establish emergency supplies 
and funding mechanisms 
Provide assistance to 
businesses for developing their 
own business continuity plans 

Improve the emergency 
communications throughout 
the province 

For every community to be 
contactable during emergency 
operations 

Examine the existing 
communications system and 
increase its capability. Also 
develop a robust standby 
system 
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PART 8 – Authorities  
 
Requirements of the National Disaster Act 2000 
 
The Plan complies with the requirements of Section 11(parts 1, 4 and 5) of the National Disaster 
Act 2000 and observes the requirements to comply with the content of the National Disaster 
Management Plans in section 11(3). 
 
Section 11(2) of the National Disaster Act requires Penama province to “…submit its Provincial 
Disaster Plan to the Director (of the National Disaster Management Office) for approval. Section 
11(6) requires the province to “…review it’s Provincial Disaster Plan annually and make such 
amendments to it as are necessary to keep it up to date. The Director (of the National Disaster 
Management Office) must approve any such amendment before it comes into force.” 
 
Copies of the Plan are held at the Provincial Council Office and at the Area Council Offices. 
 
Declared Area 
 
If necessary, a state of emergency will be declared.  This will apply to all of Penama province.  
The map on page 24 outlines the boundaries of Penama and it’s boundaries with other provinces. 
 
Only one Declaration can apply 
 
A National State of Emergency automatically declares or terminates a declaration for Penama 
province.  The Local Controller for Penama remains in control of the coordination of emergency 
response activities in the province, provided that they are in accordance with the activities at the 
National level. 
 
If following the lifting of a National Declaration, the situation in Penama is such that there remains 
a need for a declaration of Emergency to manage a disaster, a State of Local Emergency must be 
declared for Penama. 
 
Controller for Penama 
 
The following person is authorized to act as Controller for Penama in the event of a declaration of 
Local Emgergency: 
 
Secretary General 
 
The following persons are appointed in order shown to act as Controller in the absence of 
Controller: 
 

1. Deputy Secretary General 

2. Another member of the Penama Disaster Co-ordinating Committee 

 
Recovery 
 
If the province can manage its own disaster recovery, the Penama Economist is appointed the 
Local Disaster Recovery Manager, to act in line with RESDI (Rural Economic and Social 
Development Initiative). 
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Emergency Operations Centre (EOC) 
 
The operational headquarters for the Penama province organization are situated at the Penama 
Province Council Headquaters, Saratamata.  This is the best location to locate the EOC. 
 
Should the EOC at Saratamata be inoperable for any reason, an alternative EOC will be identified 
according to the hazard conditions at the time. 
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SECTION II 
 
 

OPERATIONAL 
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PART 9 – Plan Implementation 
 

Declaration 
 
Persons authorized to declare a State of Local Emergency in Penama. 
 
The following persons are authorized in descending order of priority, to declare a State of Local 
Emergency in Penama: 
 

1. The Secretary General, or if the officer is unavailable, then, 

2. The Deputy Secretary General, if the officer is unavailable, then 

3. An elected member of the Penama Disaster Co-ordinating Committee 
 
Commencement and Duration of a State of Local Emergency 
 
After consideration, the officer as stated above may declare a State of Local Emergency for 
Penama province. Upon declaration a State of Local Emergency will remain in place until such 
time as it is officially lifted. 
 
Lifting of a State of Local Emergency 
 
At such time as it is decided that the situation no longer requires a State of Local Emergency, the 
declaration can be terminated. 
 
Notification of a State of Local Emergency 
 
The declaration and lifting of a State of Local Emergency should be notified to the public and all 
concerned parties as soon as possible, by means of public gazette and radio transmission. 
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I,         hereby declare a State of Local 
  ( name ) 

Emergency to be in force for Penama province. 

 

 

 

 

This State of Local Emergency shall come into force from the time and date of making this 

declaration.  (Or omit final words and enter a later specified time and date here) 

 

             

Time       Date 

 

 

 

Declared by:            

 

Designation:            

 

Time and Date of Declaration:          

 

 

Public notice and gazetting of this declaration must be done as soon as 

possible and by such means as are reasonably practicable. 
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I,         hereby terminate the State of Local 
  ( name ) 

Emergency in respect of  Penama on the date of        
                 ( date of original declaration ) 
 

 

The termination of this State of Local Emergency shall come into force from the time and 

date of the making of this Declaration (or omit final words and enter a later specified time and 

date here)  

 

             

Time       Date 

 

 

 

Declared by:            

 

Designation:            

 

Time and Date of Declaration:          

 

 

Public notice and gazetting of this declaration must be done as soon as 

possible and by such means as are reasonably practicable. 
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PART 10 – Agency Functions 

 
Police 
 
The Police will: 
 

• Participate in the dissemination of Warning messages; 
 
• Maintain law and order; 
 
• Take all measures within their power and authority to protect life and property; 
 
• Facilitate the movement of rescue, medical and other essential services; 
 
• Arrange for the identification of the dead, 

 
• Carry out all duties in a way that does not cause undue panic for the population. 

 
The National Disaster Plan and Police plans for Disaster Management detail further specific 
responsibilities for roles and powers of the police. 
 
The Police are responsible for the co-ordination of all non-declared emergencies unless the Police 
have requested another organization to be the lead agency. 
 
Ol Police, oli main pipol we oli doem any Emergency Operation Task.  Ol Police oli mas mekem 
everi effort blong luk se eni operation we hemi sapos blong tekem ples, hemi mas performed long 
best of abilities mo capabilities we oli save providem, blong mekem se Operation hemi careaot 
long fasin we evacuees oli no fraet. 
 
(see appendix 4 for police evacuation checklist) 
 
Vanuatu Mobile Force (VMF) 
 
Should the VMF be available, they could assit by: 
 

• Setting up a radio network; 
 
• Assisting with any evacuation, including evauaee camp construction, security and 

assistance with transport; 
 
• Search and Rescue. 

 
Area Councils 
 
Each Area Council has a responsibility to: 

 
• Appoint an Area Coordinator (usually the Area Council Chairman); 
 
• Receive incident messages and assessments; 
 
• To confirm these messages; 
 
• To pass the information, assessments and situation reports to the EOC; 
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• To pass information received from the EOC to the Community Coordinators; 
 
• Collate register of displaced people from Community Coordinators. 

 
• Implementing Actions Plans to Ward / Community Level, as well as reporting, (and vice–

versa). 
 
Wards Council  
 

• Implementing Actions Plans to Community Level, as well as reporting, (and vice–versa). 
 
Communities / Villages 
 
Each Community should appoint an Community Coordinator who has a responsibility to: 
 

• Receive incident messages and pass on to their Area Council; 
 

• To pass information from the Area Council to the public; 
 

• Ensure that people are ready to evacuate at short notice, if necessary; 
 

• Maintain a register of displaced people. 
 
Public Works Department (PWD) 
 
Responsible for arranging transport for urgent evacuation needs, including planning for provision 
of vehicles and reparing roads and access routes rapidly. 
 
Hemi responsible blong planem any urgent means of transports blong act long any urgent Rescue 
Operation long any area we threats hemi mostly affectem pipol, properties and etc.  Everi 
Department Vehicles oli directly involved long operation ia. 
 
Agricultural Department 
 
Responsible for advising on planning for emergency food redistribution (from unaffected areas), 
harvest and use from affected areas and advice on plantings to ensure greatest resilence during 
disaster periods. 
 
Hemi responsible blong planem wan Emergency Supply Foof for consumption igo long ol area we 
oil affected, mo too distrbutem cash crops for planting for future needs for particular area 
concerned. 
 
Health Department 
  
Responsibilities of Hospitals: 
 

• Maintain the resources and capability to respond to a declared emergency; 
 

• To ensure the continued care of existing patients who require essential on-going health 
care; 

 
• To facilitate the co-ordination of personal health with the Local Controller. 
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Liaison 
 
Provincial Health Manager: 
 

• Provide a liaison facility with the EOC; 
 

• Keep the Controller informed about its ability to provide service and any additional 
resources required. 

 
 
Guidelines for Personal Health after a disaster 
 
Members of the public should seek help in the usual way, ie, through the hospital or their own 
doctor or medical service.  If unable to seek help in this way, they should report to their local 
Checkpoint where trained first aiders have been asked to report. 
 
Health Officers and Nurses 
 
Health Officers and Nurses should report to their own rooms initially after a disaster.  If these 
rooms are not usable then they should report to their nearest Checkpoint. 
 
Once an overview has been obtained, health officers and nurses may be asked to assist in other 
ways and should anticipate that this request may be made. 
 
First Aiders 
 
Members of organizations with a first aid mandate should follow the emergency plans of that 
organization.  Other people who are available for first aid deployment should report to their closest 
Checkpoint. 
 
Casualty Assessment Point 
 
If the number of casualties exceeds the capability of the Hospitals it will become necessary to 
establish a casualty assessment point to triage and stabilize casualties before transfer to an 
appropriate centre.  These will be located at each hospital. 
 
Local health officers and nurses will man the facility. 
 
Mental Health 
 
Within the first few days following the disaster prepared media releases outlining normal reactions 
and offering advice on where to get assistance will be placed in the media. 
 
Meetings will be arranged and advertised widely for all community and counselling groups to: 
 

• Provide support to these groups in the community; 
 

• Ensure the groups know how to refer 'at risk' persons on to the Health Service; 
 

• Provide information on disaster counselling. 
 
Public Health Services 
 
In a major disaster the following factors may necessitate public health measures: 
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• Sheltering of evacuees; 
 
• Food supplies and mass feeding facilities; 
 
• Water supplies and provision of drinkable water; 
 
• Sanitary disposal of human waste and refuse; 
 
• Control of infectious diseases; 
 
• Sanitary containment and/or disposal of human remains; 
 
• Control and/or disposal of animals and domestic pets; 
 
• Control and disposal of dangerous chemicals; 
 
• Control of vermin. 

 
The Provincial Health Manager shall be responsible for the overall supervision of public health 
measures which are required and for inspecting the Penama province area and taking any action 
for protecting public health.  These will include: 
 

• Advising the Controller and other officers of Penama Province Disaster Committee on all 
matters concerning public health; 

 
• Regularly inform the Controller and other officers of Penama Province Disaster 

Committee on the state of public health within the Penama province area; 
 
• Public Health Support to Penama Province Council. 

 
Welfare 
 
The Penama Provincial Health Manager has the role of Chief Welfare Officer with the role of co-
ordinating the disaster welfare response. 
 
The basic welfare functions are: 
 
• Accommodation (Shelter); 
 
• Feeding and catering; 
 
• Evacuation; 
 
• Clothing; 
 
• Personal Services (Counselling etc). 
 
Situation reports within the EOC will alert the Chief Welfare Officer to the location and magnitude 
of welfare needs among affected people. 
 
The Chief Welfare Officer will be assessing relief sources required and obtaining these resources 
through the Controller.  Local welfare agencies will be contacted for liaison staff to attend the 
EOC to plan the handling of welfare needs. 
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The registration of displaced persons will be carried out by the Community Coordinators and co-
ordinated by the Area Coordinators. 
 
Initially, welfare operations will be focused on medical and shelter needs for displaced people.  
These people will need water, food and temporary accommodation, clothing, personal services and 
registration. 
 
Welfare centres will be set up as needed. 
 
Local welfare response agencies will be activated for assistance at central welfare centres.  Many 
people displaced from their homes will have sought shelter with neighbours, local friends or at the 
local Checkpoint. They will be directed by public radio broadcasts on the next actions which will 
be a combination of either staying where they are or moving to a central welfare centre. 
 
People who have been caught away from home, or caught in the district (visitors) will be 
attempting to contact/reach their homes.  Those who cannot reach their homes will be directed to 
welfare centres. 
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CASUALTY MOVEMENT FLOW CHART 
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PART 11 – RESPONSE 

 
Local Emergency Management Structure 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For contact details see appendix 6 
 
Follem Restructuring of Local Authorities, co–ordination blong Disaster Management bae istap 
full wan long responsibilities blong Technical Advisory Group (TAG). 
 
Technical Advisory Group bae hemi tekem full responsibilities blong luk se co–ordination blong 
service ia, bae i fully carried out kasem Vilij Komitis.  Technical Advisory Group hemi blong 
guidiance long near future Disaster Warning mo Activations. 
 
Emergency Operation Centre 
 
The Penama province EOC is located at the Province Council building, Saratamata. 
 
Should the building be inoperable for any reason, the alternative EOC will be identified according 
to the hazard conditions at the time. 
  

PROVINCIAL COUNCIL 

TAG 

10 AREA 
COUNCIL'S 

WARD 
COUNCIL’S 

(3-4 within each 
area) 

VILIJ KOMITI 
(Community 
Coordinator) 

POLICE 

PWD 

HEALTH 

AGRICULTURE 

SECURITIES TRANSPORT 

FIRST AID 

FOOD 

NDMO (Information Flow) 
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For detailed operational procedures of the EOC, please refer to the Standard Operating Procedures 
(appendix 4). 
 
Checkpoints 
 
The role of a Checkpoint is to forward intelligence to the EOC and if possible, co-ordinate the 
local response.  All Checkpoints are equipped with a two-way radio. 
 
Checkpoints are located and manned by the Area Council Coordinator. 
 
Checkpoints are currently located at: 
 
Ambae Maewo Penticost 
Nagole Asanvari Abwatuntora 
Sakau Naviso Loltong 
Saratamata Talise Aligu 
Ambore Kerepei  
Tavala   
 
 
Warning System 
 

• Warnings to Province 
 

 Hazardous weather warnings originate from the Met Service and are forwarded to the 
Province by the NDMO 

 
 Long-distance tsunami warnings originate in Hawaii and forwarded to the Province from 

the NDMO.  Ad hoc tsunami warnings may also be issued in relation to local earthquakes 
by the DGMWR or IRD (Noumea), and forwarded to the Province from the NDMO. 

 
 Flooding notifications originate from the local community (Area Councils) and from the 

Public Works Department. 
 

 Penama province monitors local weather reports for the likelihood of heavy rainfall, which 
may affect river levels. 

 
• Public Warning System 

 
Area Councils receive warnings from the EOC, these warnings are subsequently passed on 
to the Community Coordinators. The public are made aware of any warnings through their 
Community Coordinators, who advises them to turn onto the local radio station and listen 
for instructions. 

 
Expected Operating Practices 
 
The emphasis on the first day will be preventing loss of life, finding out the extent of distress and 
damage, establishing communications, prioritizing relief efforts and repair of essential services. 
 
Each response agency is responsible for the deployment and co-ordination of their personnel as 
directed by EOC see appendix 6 for contact details. 
 
All life line agencies, emergency services will continue to be responsible for their normal area of 
responsibility but response efforts will be co-ordinated through the EOC. 
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Emergency Operations Centre Management 
 

• Activation 
 
 The following are authorized to activate the Emergency Operation Centre (EOC): 
 

1. The Secretary General, or if officer is unavailable, then,  
 

2. The Deputy Secretary General, if officer is unavailable, then,  
 

3. An elected member of the Penama Disaster Co-ordinating Committee 
 
 The levels of activation are: 
 

1. Readiness  

Comes into effect when warnings or information is received from the NDMO in Vila or via 

Radio Vanuatu.  TAG is to advise the Provincial Council on necessary preparations. 

 

Hemi come into effect taem yumi receivim information from National Disaster Office 

(NDCC) Vila.  Such warnings olsem isave kam too through long Radio Vanuatu.  TAG igivim 

Instruction blong preparation itek ples, under Guidance blong Provincial Council. 

 

2. Stand by  

Comes into effect when the hazard threats are about to, or begin to affect the Province area.  A 

strong commitment of all Province Staff and Community leaders is required to carry out safety 

measures as agreed upon by the TAG. 

 

In some circumstances there may be no warning or insufficient warning of an impending threat 

and therefore it may not be possible to progress through stages one and two in a normal 

fashion. 

 

Hemi come into force taem ol threats oli begin blong affectem Province, or Area blong yumi.  

Staff ia hemi requirem good personels mo strong commitment blong people we oli ready blong 

carry out safety measures.   

 

3. Full Activation  

This comes into effect at the time when hazard impacts necessitate emergency response or a 

disaster has directly occurred.  Operations are managed by the EOC 
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Hemi come taem Actual Disaster events i happen mo may be Disaster Threats i happen finish. 

The emergency is being managed by the EOC. 

 

4. Stand down  
 
The emergency has terminated or is at such a level where action is not needed. The order for 
organizations to stand down will be given once a full assessment has been made, the threat has 
abated and / or disaster relief operations are well advanced and recovery has begun. 

 
Guidelines for the activation of the EOC can be found in appendix 4 
 

• Emergency Operations Centre Management 
 

There are Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) for the running of the EOC these can be found 
in appendix 4. 

 
Logistics / Supply 
 
Emergency procurement of essential supplies is critical when dealing with an emergency. 
See appendix 6 for resource details 
 

• Procurement of Supplies 
 

All goods and services purchased by the Penama on behalf of the Controller and being 
required for emergency purposes will be managed by the Penama Province Finance Officer. 

 
• Delegated Financial Authority 

 
The Controller has limited financial authority and can delegate financial authority to EOC 
personnel on an "as and when needed" basis. On reaching the financial limit a request is made 
to the NDMO for the handing over of financial responsibility. 

 
• Payment for Supplies 

 
Suppliers of goods and services purchased or requisitioned during an emergency are entitled to 
have their invoices or claims paid without undue delay, provided that the claim details are 
correct and the costs are reasonable. 

 
It shall be the responsibility of the Penama province council to ensure that claims made to it by 
suppliers are paid either directly or through arrangements with the NDMO. 
 
Costs incurred by government departments and statutory bodies in fulfilling their normal 
functions are met by those organizations. 
 
Should government departments, state owned enterprises or statutory corporations be used in 
any way other than performing their normal functions, they may charge for this service. 

 
• Disposal of Supplies 

 
Supplies borrowed or requisitioned from other persons or organizations will be returned to the 
respective owners. 
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Supplies drawn from Council stocks or purchased against Council shall be returned to stores or 
disposed of as deemed fit. 
 
Any supplies surplus to those supplied by the National Disaster Management Office shall be 
deemed to be the property of the NDMO. 

 
• Unsolicited Supplies 
 
Should unwanted, unsolicited supplies be sent to Penama province, these shall, if necessary, be 
returned by the same means. 
 
The organization will not accept responsibility for unsolicited supplies either in Penama nor 
while in transit to or from Penama. 

 
Search and Rescue 
 
Search and Rescue is carried out by and within the community and is co-ordinated by the 
community coordinators.  Should it be necessary, teams from VMF or the Navy could be called 
upon. 
 
Community Order 
 
Community Order shall be maintained in the usual way by the Police and community coordinators. 
 
Legal Advisor 
 
Disaster emergencies may require expert advice from a legal advisor. 
 
Acts and Documents that may impact on response actions taken during a declared civil defence 
emergency include: 
 

• National Disaster Act, 2000 
• National Disaster Management Plan, 2002 

 
National Emergency 
 
The Penama Province Council is responsible for managing emergency activities when there is a 
State of Local Emergency. Should the Controller feel that the incident has escalated beyond the 
capabilities of the province, he may ask the NDMO to give financial or resource assistance. 
 
The Director NDMO may decide to declare a State of National Emergency. At this time the 
NDMO is responsible for the overall co-ordination of Emergency activities, however the Penama 
Province Council is still responsible for the welfare of its community. 
 
Communications 
 
Disasters create special demands for communications. In severe or widespread incidents normal 
communication systems may be unable to meet these demands or may fail completely or partially.  
 
If there is an event that requires Emergency Management, the primary communication system will 
be the public telephone / fax system.  
 
The two-way radio links with the Checkpoints (located at the Area Councils) will be used as the 
secondary method of communication. 
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Information Flow 
 
The flow of information will follow that of the Local Emergency Management Structure (see 
earlier this section). 
 

• Warnings and information from the NDMO related to potential hazards are to be 
considered by TAG before being passed out from the Province Office to Area Disaster 
Councils. 

National Disaster Office nomo isave givim orders, warnings mo any information related long 
Disaster ikam long Provincial Office through long TAG bifo ol informations isave go aot long 
Area Disaster Komities, long ol Aelans blong yumi. 
 
• TAG is responsible for situation reporting to NDMO including provision of completed 

disaster assessment forms.  Area Councils are to pass their Area Assessment forms to 
TAG for collation and dissemination to NDMO. 

Provincial Disaster Komiti (TAG) hem nomo igat full responsibilities blong givim stret 
information igo long National Disaster Office. The province is required to complete the 
Disasta Damej Asesmen Form – Rural Eria (appendix 4/2) and pass to the NDMO for their 
information. The province also collects the Area Assessment Forms (appendix 4/1) from the 
Area Councils. 

 
• The Area Disaster Councils are responsible for collecting and providing accurate situation 

reports and information, preferably on completed Area Council Damage Assessment 
Forms. 

Area Disaster Komiti, igat full raet blong givim stret information ikam long Provincial 
Disaster Komiti, and must complete the Area Council Assessment Form (appendix 4/1).  

 
• Ward disaster committees are responsible for collecting and reporting accurate information 

of hazard threats and damage to Areas Disaster Councils to pass onto TAG. 
Wards Disaster Komiti responsible blong givim stret tok long any disaster threats igo long 
Area Disaster Komiti blong passem ikam long Provincial Disaster Komiti. 

 
• Village or community disaster committee members are responsible to collect accurate 

information of hazard threats and damage to pass onto Ward and Area disaster councils. 
Ol Vilij Disaster Komiti Members oil save gatherem information mo mekem report iko long 
Ward Disaster Komiti blong save chanallem informations ia blong Wards mo Area Disaster 
Komiti. 

 
Public Information 
 
Public Information is the deliberate, planned and sustained effort to establish and maintain mutual 
understanding between those managing the disaster and the community. 
 
In the event of a threatened or declared State of Local Emergency, an immediate requirement is to 
establish communications with the community by using local radio stations and maintain that 
contact. 
 
Establishing immediate communications with the community depends on the post event ability of 
the broadcasting system to cope. 
 
Checkpoints will assist in the provision of public information. 
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Media releases relating to the Emergency Management organization need to be authorized by the 
Controller unless otherwise delegated by the Controller. 
 
Evacuation 
 

• Conditions under which evacuation is authorised 
 
The need for an evacuation will be determined after consideration by the Penama Province 
Disaster Komiti, using information provided by the NDMO and the TAG. For the most part 
evacuations will only take place where there is a threat of volcanic eruption. 

 
• Evacuation groups 

 
GROUP 1 
Nduindui 153 Saranbuka 22 
Nanako 75 Sara long Wandy 22 
Ambore 87 Longwaru 31 
Londua 26 Nangwengwea 93 
Waran Gaihaha 16 Loone Kukivehu 79 
Loloveveo 35 Kwainavoha 53 
Nabangahake 92 Sara Namae 22 
Natuleo 19 Sara Namundu 107 
Lobobinanungwa 77 Vuigalato 190 
Navitor 58 Total 1,024 
 
GROUP 2 
Loloaru 47 Saranange 19 
Nangire 88 Lovivetu 77 
Vandue 76 Lolotawaewae 36 
Vuinangwetoli 87 Lolobivene 39 
Waluriki 153 Lowainasasa 84 
Ngwantangwele 73 Namalavusi 18 
Vuiberugu 68 Namangwearu 47 
Lolongwele 10 Lovuigaemaeto 26 
Mbaego Nowahu 35 Ngwarawa 33 
Solkave 53 Nasalakoro 61 
Lovuitialau 107 Lomalanga 48 
  Total 488 
 
GROUP 3 
Lolovenue 26 Lobasa 24 
Lolomangwe 23 Saramoli 53 
Lovunimubanga 
Maraga 

47 Natakaro 33 

Waisine 28 Redcliff 118 
Sakau 73 Shilo 16 
Lolovatali 89 Lobasa II 24 
Lolovele 44 Total 598 
 

• Pick up points and relocation sites 
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Groupings Pick–up Point by 

Truck 
Pick–up Point by 

Boat 
Relocation Site 

1 Saranamundu Navitora Walaha 
2 Waluriki Lo–One Lakua Lolopuepue 
3 Redcliff Redcliff 

(Matanmando) 
Longana 

 
Emergency Shelters 
 
There are a number of facilities that have been identified as possible emergency accommodation, 
please see the resource lists in appendix 6 for details. 
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PART 12 – RECOVERY 

 
Recoverable Emergency Costs 
 
Any recovery of emergency costs is managed through NDMO 
 
Disaster Relief Fund 
 
In the event of a major disaster, consideration to setting up a disaster relief fund would be given by 
the NDMO to administer and allocate. 
 
Restoration, Protection, Continuous assessment 
 
The process of restoration of the community functioning, the ongoing protection and continuous 
assessment of the recovery process is the responsibility of the Penama Province Economist. 
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SECTION III 
 
 

ADMINISTRATION 
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PART 13 - Testing the plan 

 
Disaster exercises and simulations 
 
Disaster exercises and simulations are an important part of assessing response capabilities and the 
effectiveness of the existing plans. These should be carried out every 2 years as a minimum, unless 
specific aspects of the plan have been updated and / or there is a requirement to test the plan 
sooner. 
 
Exercise and simulation evaluation, feedback and review mechanisms 
 
It is important that the exercises be used to review the existing Disaster Management Plan and that 
the exercises also be reviewed. 
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PART 14 - Revision and Amendments 
 
Revision 
 
The Penama Disaster Management Plan should be reviewed and updated once a year, the 
Operational Support Plans should also be reviewed and updated at this time. 
 
Although much of the information contained within the plans may remain constant from one year 
to the next, annual review and updating is necessary to ensure the currency and validity of the 
plan. 
 
Amendments 
 
Proposals for amendment or addition to the contents of this plan should be forwarded to: 
 
The Deputy Secretary General 
Penama Province Council 
Po Box 08 
Lolowai Post 
Saratamata 
Penama Province 
 
Amendment Amended by (Print 

Name) 
Amended by 
(Signature) 

Date of 
Amendment 
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PART 15 - Plan distribution 
 
Central Government 
  

• National Disaster Management Office 
• National Library  
• Department of Provincial Affairs 

 
Province Councils 
 

• Malampa 
• Sanma 
• Shéfa 
• Taféa 
• Torba 

 
Penama Disaster Committee Members 
 

• Secretary General 
• Economist / Planner 
• Disaster Co-ordinator 
• Second Lieutenant Police Officer 
• Principal Agricultural Extension Officer 
• Principal Education Officer 
• Provincial Health Manager 
• Public Works Manager (subdivision) 
• Church Reps. (Lolowai, Church of Christ, Seven Day Adventist) 
• Principal Forestry Extension Officer 
• Co-operative Management Officer 
• Head of Chiefs 
• Area Council Secretary 
• Finance Officer 

 
Response Agencies 
 

• Police 
• Hospitals 
• Red Cross 
• Mobile Force, Vila 
• Department of Geology and Mines 
• VANGO 
• Area Councils (x10) 

 
Life Line Agencies 
 

• Telecom 
• Electricity company 
• Vanair 
• Shipping Agents 
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SECTION IV 
 
 

APENDICES 
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APPENDIX 1 – Population Breakdown 
 

1. POPULATION OF WHOLE PROVINCE 
 
 AMBAE MAEW0 PENTICOST TOTAL 
FEMALE 4,536 1,515 6,871 12,922 
MALE 4,882 1,656 7,186 13,724 
TOTAL 9,418 3,171 14,057 26,646 
 
 
2. NUMBER OF HOUSEHOLDS – IN THREE AELAN 
 

AMBAE MAEWO PENTICOST TOTAL 
1,973 635 2,763 5,371 
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APPENDIX 2  - Support Plans 
(Individual Support Plans have yet to be completed at this time, but will include the following information) 

 
1. CYCLONE 
 
Tropical Cyclone Season hemi stat long last 1st November, mo i kasem end blong 30th April. 
 
Yumi kasem stret information long ol Tropical Cyclone seasons through long Vanuatu Tropical 
Cyclone Operational Center we i base long Vila. 
 
SO LUKLUK LONG VANUATU TROPICAL CYCLONE OPERATION 
PROCEDURES IA: – 
 

1. Information/Standby (Wanem ia?) 
 

Ansa: – 
 

� Hemia hemi ok tok save we weather Meteorological station istap givim aot se, 
tropical depression or tropical cyclone istap move ikam kolosap long area blong 
Vanuata.  Ol area we yumi save refer long hem long tracking map blong yumi, 
hemi abaot 240 to 300 nautical miles from any Island long Vanuatu. 

 
� Long taem ia bae messages i pass through long Radio Vanuatu. 

 
2. Advisory (Wanem ia?) 

 
Hemia, hemi taem we Radio Messages i declared se bae yumi expectem  
Gale Force winds; we hemi abaot 23 to 37 knots (or 43–68 km phr) in Vanuatu in next 48 
hours.  An up to date message bae i broadcast everi 6 hours.  Inform ol komunities blong 
madim cyclone Action procedures. 
 

3. Warning (Wanem ia?) 
 
Hemia, hemi wan warning se Gale Force wind bae 1kam stronger long next 24 hours.  An up to 
date messages bae i broadcast evri 3 hours.  Speed i stap long 23–37 knots mo i save increased iko 
long 60 knots. 
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2.  VOLCANO  
 
VANUATU VOLCANO ALERT LEVEL (VVAL) SYSTEM 
 
The VVAL system allows the province to coordinate emergency activities according to the current 
hazard and risk potential. Information regarding a change in volcanic activity may arrive at the 
Penama Province Council from the Area or Community level. The Province Council will pass this 
information onto the NDMO and the Department of Geological, Mines and Water Resources 
(DGMWR). The DGMWR will then make an assessment of the situation and they are the sole 
agency that can set the VVAL levels. Alternatively the Province may be notified of the change of 
activity status from the NDMO (from the DGMWR.) The NDMO is the sole agency for issuing 
changes in VVAL warning levels.  Dissemination of these are then through radio or Province 
communication lines. 
 
VVAL DESCRIPTIONS 
 
Table 1: Vanuatu Volcano Alert Level descriptions 

VVAL Group 1 (Yasur, Lopevi, Ambrym) Group 2 (Ambae, Gaua, Vanua 
Lava) 

0 Normal low-level activity Normal, quiet 
1 Increased activity, danger near crater 

only 
Signs of awakening 

2 Moderate eruptions, danger close to the 
volcano vent, within parts of Red Zone 

Confirmation of awakening, Minor 
eruptions and danger near to crater 
within parts of Red Zone 

3 Large eruption, danger in specific areas 
within Red and Yellow Zones 

Moderate to large eruption, danger in 
Red Zone and parts of Yellow Zone 

4 Very large eruption, island-wide danger 
(including areas within Red, Yellow 
and Green Zones) and potential impacts 
on neighbouring islands 

Very large eruption, island-wide 
danger (including areas within Red, 
Yellow and Green Zones) and 
potential impacts on neighbouring 
islands 

Note: Group 2 volcanoes are active less often, but are more likely to have eruptions that reach VVAL 4.  
 
Table 1a: Wanem kaen aktiviti blong ol Alet o stanbae Level blong ol Volkeno blong 
Vanuatu. 
VVAL Grup 1 (Yasur, Lopevi, Ambrym) Grup 2 (Ambae, Gaua, Vanua Lava) 

0 Nomol o lo-level aktiviti.  Aktiviti Istap 
semak nomo o hemi olsem oltaem. 

Nomol.  Volkeno islip kwaet nomo. 

1 Aktiviti blong volkeno ikam antap 
smolsmol. Tingbaot denja kolosap long 
maot blong volkeno. 

Ol saen blong volkeno iwandem faerap 
bakegen. 

2 Volkeno istap faerap be ino bikwan tumas 
be ikat denja finis klosap long volkeno, 
insaed long Red Kala Eria. 

Volkeno hemi kirap o aktiviti blong 
volkeno istap incris.  Volkeno istap 
faerap smolsmol.  Ikat denja kolosap 
long maot blong volkeno, insaed long 
Red Kala Eria.   

3 Volkeno ifaerap bikwan naoia.  Ikat ol 
strong nois blong volkeno (explosen). 
Denja istap long bikfala eria araon long 
volkeno mo long insaed long ol men hol 
blong wota mo krik.  Espeseli folem 
direksen we win istap blo long hem.   

Volkeno ifaerap smolsmol mo faerap 
bikwan.  Ikat bik denja kolosap long 
maot blong volkeno mo insaed long ol 
men hol blong wota mo krik.  Denja 
hemi stap insaed long Red mo Yelo Kala 
Eria. 
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Denja hemi stap long insaed long Red mo 
Yelo Kala Eria. 

4 Volkeno ifaerap bikwan olketa.  Ikat 
bikfala denja long aelan, ol pipol mo haos 
mo ikat bikfala efek long ol aelan 
kolosap.  Denja hemi stap insaed long 
Red mo Yelo mo Grin Kala Eria. 

Volkeno ifaerap bikwan.  Ikat bikfala 
denja long aelan mo bikfala efek mo 
denja long ol aelan kolosap.  Denja hemi 
stap insaed long Red mo Yelo mo Grin 
Kala Eria. 

  
AMBAE VOLCANO INDICATORS 

Table 2.  
VVAL Indicators Historic examples 

0 • Normal degassing  
• Lake temperature around 30o C  
• Some discolouration of lake waters  
• Minor vegetation die-off inside caldera 

 

1 • Increased lake temperatures  
• Acoustic recording of strong degassing  
• Gas smells noticed on lower flanks  
• Localised acid rains 

1966 
1971 

2 • Seiche, or sloshing/disturbance of lake water  
• Audible explosions  
• Felt earthquakes  
• Small phreatic explosions  
• Lake water changes to brown  
• Lake sediments ejected to within caldera  

1991-1992 
1994-1995 
2000 

3 • Ejection of water outside caldera  
• Lahars in several catchments  
• Base surges  
• Minor ash falls 

1870 
1914 

4 • Large phreatomagmatic explosions  
• Lahars in all catchments  
• Significant ashfalls and base surges  
• Possible breaching/collapse of caldera walls 
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AMBAE VOLKENO DENJA MAP  
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Douglas Charley
Shane Cronin
Brent Alloway

, 
, 
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Departmen blong Geology, Mines and Water Resources
GEOMAR, Kiel, Germany, and Massey University, New Zealand
IGNS, Wairakei, New Zealand
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East Ambae 
Red Yellow Green  
309 221 1430 
Loloara Lovuirarabataki Ambaebulu 
Lololongobaeko Lovunangai Arorongo 
Lolosanga Lovunikatambola-Karambuhi Atavoa 
Lolovoli Lovunimangwedamu Boimboi 
Losarailengwasa Lovunivele Malava Fisheries Dpt. 
Lovaturukuruku Lovusibiti Halava 
Lovondabiti Lowaidumi Hospital 
lovuniangaitalai Naketure Logaituretovu 
Lovunivelemahanga Nanako Loguigui 
Lovusi Saraiwea Lolomari 
lowaindelie  Lolomatui 
Tungriki  Lolomavuro 
  Lolonduvu 
  Lolosara 
  Lolotari 
  Lolovarivu 
  Lolowai 
  Longana 
  Longwaru 
  Longwaruibui 
  Longwirutaro 
  Loruruna 
  Losaraingwiru 
  Lovanue 
  Lovatmalava 
  Lovatmemea 
  Lovonda Kairue 
  Lovuindodo 
  Lovuinove 
  Lovunera 
  Lovunikatambola 
  Lovunimambwe 
  Lovunimbukevui 
  Lovunindao 
  Lovunitavoa 
  Lovunivili 
  Lovusi 
  Lovusibwataki 
  Lovusitarivue 
  Mataravi 
  Morai 
  Nagwea 
  Naingama 
  Nainvele 
  Narongleo 
  Navakasara 
  Navonda 
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  Saraisese 
  Saratamata 
  St Barnabus 
  Tasiriki 
  Torgil 
  Tumsisiro 
  Vatuweliweli 
  Wailengi 
 
South Ambae 
Red Yellow Green  
372 489  
Lobasa Biribiri  
Lolovatali Kwaruitulo  
Lolovenue Lolomangue  
Loone Lolosiwoi  
Naravatu Lolovele  
Natarakato Lolovele vusi  
Sakao Lovunimbanga  
Waisine Lovutiroro  
 Redcliff  
 Saramoli  
 Solkave  
   
 
West Ambae 
Red Yellow Green  
568 830 1837 
Baegotolovatu Ahuku Ahuru 
Longwaru Ambore Amata 
Longwelenatakaro Hukarere Apopo 
Lotalemba Kwai Mataimare Hakwai 
Matuibuleiduru Kwainavoha Halalulu 
Nagwalugwalu Loaruburu Halatamarino 
Nanako Lolobinanungwa Hanaduruk 
Nangweangwea Lolobinanungwa Havuhia 
Natuleo Lololase Kwalmahanga 
Navitora Lolongelato Lokambu 
Ngwaimasara Lolongwalakesa lolombanga 
Sara Nagwelu lolotitimba Lolotinge 
Sara Nambuka Loloveveo Lomaito 
Sara Namundu Lolovivuha Lomaki 
Sara Tangaulu Londua Lombanga 
Shilo longwalakesa Lombonoi 
Tamarino Loone Kukwehu Lombushi 
Warangaihaha Loone Lagua Longwadu 
 Lovoramavute Longwaingwaitoa 
 Lovutialau Longwelehaburu 
 Lovutikerekere Lotavalavuti 
 Nambangahake Lovanualikowtu 
 Namberungwele Lovatumbiri 
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 Ngwaitalaingole lovaturusa 
 Numwebaivora Lovutinlakua 
 Sara Lokambu Masalato 
 Sara Longwandu Mataindanu 
 Sara Mahanga Matakamba 
 Sara Namae Matamata 
 Sara Navia Namarasama 
 Saraiboe Namberkwonge 
 Saraiboevutu Nangire 
 Sarantari Nanikukwhehu 
  Naone 
  Naone 
  Natalu 
  Nataluhangele 
  Navingwasi 
  Navuti 
  Navutirigi 
  Ndui ndui 
  Ngwatua 
  Sara Natoa 
  Saraililiu 
  Saraimalu 
  Saraimbembe 
  Tafala hake 
  Tambuireti 
  Vatuanga 
  Vilakalaka 
  Vinambulu 
  Vinangwangwe 
  Walaha 
 
North Ambae 
Red Yellow Green  Unclassified 
261 871 555 1124 
Naldo Simon Primary Narugu Loloaru 
Lolomalanga Lolovenue Hambao Lolobaego 
Tagaga School Vandue Quatuneala Lovuigaimaeto 
Vuingalato Nasalakoro Tavolavola Saraingulo 
Ambanga Lovuimbuge Lolomalangi Tambe Saraingwai 
Lotanoingwaro Nangire Sara Loone Saraingweto 
Loloaravatu Saraiboe  Lolobaka Lolododou 
lolopuepue Longwaru Lolobue Lolovange 
Lolosori Nagole Lovuimataboe Longwaruhiviremele 
Losaraiolo Arevo Esiliki Losingoiaro 
Maloa lolongwele Halovu Lotanoinwelu 
Vuimangwetoli Lomanono Lohueri Lovuibanga 
 Losingo Loigememea Lovuimeuto 
 Lovuibori Lololiso Mbangamera 
 Lovuimango Lolomanganda Naruse 
 Lovuivetu Lolopepa Nawodo 
 Matai Manaro Lolowala Nduviara 
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 Mbaegowali Longwaruisiwo Saraimaewo 
 Nambeo Longwaruitata Saraivava 
 Nambuhi Lotahimamavi Lololalangoa 
 Nasalakovo Lovandanoi Bari Lolongwire 
 Natandu Lovuikatambola Longwaruingwatu 
 Nawegu Lovuitunku Lotandumidumi 
 Ngwarana Lovusigave Lovuigevige 
 Ngwatangwele Lovusinava Lovuimbaga Mbulei 
 Ngwatumanu Lowaluieru Lovuitavoa 
 Ngwelelulu Nahala Lovuitogohui 
 Saraibulo Narugu Nabiribiri 
 Vatubakeo Tavalavusi Nagotambu 
 Vuimberugu Vureas sch. (Lo)vatumalava 
 Vuitavoa Lomalogi Bavulava 
 Walue Losingoiburie Kandilivu 
 Walurigi  Lolobivune 
   Lolobulusi 
   Lolokekerehi 
   Lolotawaewae 
   Lomabuhiboe 
   Lomalanga 
   Longwalasi 
   Losaraivirewaga 
   Losingoingwange 
   Lovuibini 
   Lovuimengailolo 
   Lovuiwaivana 
   Lovuneituruboe 
   Lowaimera 
   Lowainasasa 
   Lowairoro 
   Mbaego Nowahu 
   Mbolorigi 
   Naliliu 
   Namalavusi 
   Namangwearu 
   Naviverive 
   Navohovoho 
   Ngweora 
   Sarabakure 
   Saraigametue 
   Sarairao 
   Saranange 
   Sarangwangi 
   Tavugi 
   Vavai 
   Velneneve 
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VVAL LINKED RISK MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES FOR THE PROVINCE 
 
Table 2: Principal risk management activities required by Penama Province Disaster 
Committee or Emergency Operations Centre Group (EOCG), keyed to VVAL’s for 
Ambae (Lombenben) volcano. 
 
VVAL  Activities Required 

VVAL 0 • Preparation of a volcano Operational Support Plan or Emergency 
Plan, with the following associated tasks 

1. Develop and maintain an inventory of all resources required during an 
evacuation, including boats, vehicles, shelter, health facilities, roads, 
equipment, human resources, generators, sports grounds etc including 
contact details.  The Database of Wallez (2000) can be a good starting 
point for this. 

2. Carry out negotiations to request permission for the use of these resources 
during a volcanic emergency. 

3. Establish a list of contact points for each Ward and Nakamal, with 
telephone numbers and representative names. 

4. Review communications infrastructure on the island and develop strategic 
plans for its expansion to ensure communication to all Wards and 
Nakamals that are within the Red and Yellow Zones.  Promote completed 
communication-system expansion plans at a national level for government 
or donor support. 

5. Develop a detailed evacuation plan and test it through tabletop exercises 
with different realistic eruption scenarios.  This should be keyed to the 3-
colour zone Ambae volcanic hazard map.  It should include details of 
community pick-up points, safest routes, back-up routes, registration of 
evacuees, transport methods, back-up methods, evacuation shelters on 
island, off-island resources required, communication systems, control and 
enforcement, security and restriction to evacuated areas, health care for 
injured people, resources required for sustenance of evacuated people. 

6. Check all Pick-up Points and evacuation routes and update inventories 
and plans at regular intervals. 

7. Inform population through community meetings and leaflets of details of 
Province volcanic operational support plans, especially locations of 
evacuation pick-up points, communications plans, transport plans, and 
evacuation shelter plans. 

8. Carry out periodic community awareness programs to target: (1) 
understanding of the new volcanic hazard map, (2) understanding of the 
VVAL system and community responsibilities and especially (3) 
encouragement of community self-development of internal Nakamal or 
village plans that link to the Province plans (eg. in the style of the 
Lolovange/Lolowai plans, see Community Response Plans) 

9. Encourage Nakamals and Villages to form their own local disaster 
committees and appoint Village/Community Coordinators. 

10. Encourage all departments, other key agencies, schools, missions and 
businesses that supply food and fuel to develop their own volcanic 
emergency plans that link with the Province plans. 
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VVAL 1 • Activate the first stage of the Volcanic Operational Support Plan 

including the following activities: 
1. Call a meeting of the Province Disaster Committee, to discuss readiness 

actions required and establish a regular meeting schedule (eg. weekly) of 
the Emergency Operations Centre Group to review activities if no further 
information is available immediately. 

2. Appoint Area Coordinators from Senior Department Staff or Provincial 
Councillors to be on Standby and assign them to specific Pick-up Point 
Locations 

3. Appoint Evacuation Centre Coordinators (temporary) to be on standby 
and responsible for initial negotiation and set-up of centres before arrival 
of Red Cross/Health Staff 

4. In conjunction with the NDMO, issue first public warning advice of 
change in VVAL to Area Councils, Wards, Nakamals, schools, 
departments, businesses and missions. 

5. Assist Volcanology Section staff to increase monitoring operations. 
6. Immediately review plans, recheck evacuation pick-up points and 

resources inventory. 
7. Contact owners of evacuation resources required and place these on 

standby. 
8. Establish an initial list of off-island resources that would be required in 

event of evacuation and send this to the NDMO/NDC 
9. Review and recommence public education programs, including staging 

community meetings around the area to explain VVAL warnings, 
distribute hazard maps and evacuation plan details 

10. Supervise the appointment of a Village or Community Coordinator for 
each area during community meetings 

11. Encourage all other organizations to review and initiate the first stages of 
their Operational Support Plans. 

12. Encourage communities to call meetings of their local disaster 
committees and for those especially in Red Zone to begin the first stages 
of their local plans (preparedness) 

13. Through NDMO/NDC request Vanuatu Mobile Forces HF or VHF radio 
communications equipment and operators to be on standby for rapid 
deployment on Ambae 

14. Through NDMO/NDC request Red Cross to be on standby for 
implementing evacuee registration systems and assisting with Evacuation 
Centre establishment and management 

15. Through NDMO/NDC request Health Department to prepare a list of 
medical staff that could be called upon at short notice to staff Evacuation 
Centres 
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VVAL 2 • Activate second stage of Operational Support Plan including the 

following activities: 
1. Call urgent meeting of Province Disaster Council and establish a 

Emergency Operations Centre Group-EOCG (with rotating membership) 
that is on standby at all times to advise and receive reports from 
communities and to keep NDMO/NDC and Volcanology Section briefed. 

2. Request NDMO staff member(s) or their nominees to join EOCG 
3. In conjunction with the NDMO/NDC issue public warning advising 

change to VVAL 2 
4. Advise all key agencies, businesses, communities, schools and missions 

to activate the second stage of their Emergency Plans 
5. Disseminate hazard maps and evacuation plan information to 

communities.  Maintain a visible presence by having Area Coordinators 
visiting main community centres in their areas 

6. Warn Village/Community Coordinators in Red Zone to be prepared to 
move to higher ground at short notice, listen for new warnings, and to 
report any new events immediately 

7. Advise Village/Community Coordinators in Yellow Zone to start 
preparations for a possible evacuation and to activate the second stage of 
their community plans.  Advise them to remain on standby. 

8. Advise Village/Community Coordinators in Green Zone to start 
preparations to receive possible evacuees. 

9. Assist Volcanology Section with increasing monitoring efforts. 
10. Commandeer resources required for evacuation, including all local boats 

and trucks and drivers, place these highest standby alert.  
11. Review evacuation plans and back-up plans.   
12. Prepare population lists for registration, establish registration posts at 

Pick-up points to list people that are already self-evacuating 
13. Request through NDMO/NDC immediate deployment of HF or VHF 

radio network with VMF operators at Pick-up Points and proposed 
Evacuation Centres. 

14. Request through NDMO/NDC immediate deployment of Red Cross staff 
to register evacuees and to assist in the set-up and management of 
Evacuation Centres 

15. Deploy Area Coordinators to Pick-up Point with vehicles (boat or truck), 
driver/messenger, radio operator, medical officer/nurse and Red Cross 
member. 

16. Request through NDMO/NDC deployment of medical officers, nurses 
and supplies from the Health Department for Pick-up Points and 
Evacuation Centres. 

17. Request through NDMO/NDC deployment of VMF staff to help construct 
facilities for Evacuation Centres on Ambae or other designated area. 

18. Request through NDMO/NDC deployment of Police Officers to assist at 
Pick-up points, assist Area Coordinator in negotiations with communities 
unwilling to evacuate, restrict access to evacuated areas, and provide 
security at Evacuation Centres 

19. Request through NDMO/NDC deployment of 2-3 Search and Rescue 
Teams, equipped with HF or VHF radios, to Ambae, provide Province-
based boat or truck transport for these groups 

20. Request through NDMO/NDC that the Marine Department places boats in 
the area on standby for rapid deployment to Ambae   

21. If threat appears high, start pre-emptive and staged evacuation of specific 
areas in Red Zone, establish refuge centres in areas of Green Zone only. 
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VVAL 3 • Activate third stage of Operational Support Plan including the 

following activities: 
1. Establish a 24-hr full Emergency Operations Centre Group  (EOCG) at 

the Province HQ or another Green Zone location, operate in close contact 
with the NDC to enable their smooth takeover of operations if the scale of 
emergency increases 

2. If not already done so, request NDMO staff or nominees to immediately 
join and assist EOCG 

3. In conjunction with NDMO/NDC immediately issue VVAL 3 warning to 
all Area Councils, Wards, Nakamals, schools, missions, key agencies and 
businesses.  

4. Assign a PDG member to carry out a regular schedule of radio sit-reps 
with each Area Coordinator and Evacuation Centre Coordinator, plus staff 
of Volcanology Section and NDMO/NDC. 

5. Through Area Coordinators, advise all Communiry Leaders within Red 
Zone to immediately evacuate their communities according to plan or 
move to higher ground.  Advise Communiry Leaders in Yellow Zone to 
be ready to move at short notice. 

6. Begin urgent evacuation of Red Zone if not already started.  Mobilise all 
resources required for evacuation and organise temporary refuge centres 
in Green Zone  

7. Acting upon reports of Area Coordinators, deploy Search and Rescue 
teams to retrieve injured/missing people from evacuated areas.  S&R staff 
not to enter an area if volcanic affects are a threat to their lives (seek 
advice from Volcanology section) 

8. Begin a progressive staged evacuation of Yellow Zone according to the 
potential threat and if areas are likely to be isolated between 
flood/mudflow channels 

9. Update population lists of evacuees from the scheduled reports of Area 
Coordinators and Evacuation Centres, including lists of people leaving the 
island by boat. 

10. Report expected incoming evacuee numbers to Evacuation Centres  
11. Advise Area Coordinators of appropriate Evacuation Centres for the 

numbers of people moving through and of changes in routes or halting of 
movement (eg, if danger lies between Pick-up Point and Evacuation 
Centre.  Advise also of arrival times of boats. 

12. Arrange available transport for injured, elderly or ill based on numbers 
reported by Area Coordinators, reserve transport for S&R teams. 

13. Through the NDMO/NDC request urgent shipping transport assistance to 
be commandeered through the Marine Department 

14. Maintain contact with captains of radio-equipped vessels carrying 
evacuees to confirm assigned Pick-up points, numbers evacuated, location 
updates, return times. 

15. Ensure evacuation registration posts at Pick-up points are continuously 
manned, requesting staff from Red Cross, VMF and Police (through 
NDMO/NDC) if they are not already present 

16. Request VMF or Police to secure access to evacuated areas and to enforce 
evacuation orders if necessary 

17. From reports of Evacuation Centre Coordinators, establish evacuee 
numbers and request appropriate relief supplies from NDMO/NDC 

18. Request NDMO/NDC to prepare off-island evacuation centres if evacuee 
numbers are too high or if eruption begins to intensify  

19. Request to NDC to arranged large vessels to be on standby for a potential 
evacuation of Green Zone 
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VVAL 4 • Activate fourth stage of Operational Support Plan including the 

following activities: 
• In conjunction with NDMO/NDC issue warning of alert change to all key 

agencies, businesses, schools, Areas, Wards and Nakamals. 
• If activity threatens the Province Control Group, transfer most functions, 

particularly shipping coordination to an Emergency Operations Group 
(EOG) of the NDC.   

• Retain a smaller core presence with radio communications at a safe 
location in Green Zone until evacuation is complete, continue contact 
with Area Coordinators, Evacuation Centres and S&R teams and manage 
on-ground details of evacuation as best as possible.   

• Provide scheduled updates to the NDC 
• Area Coordinators to withdraw only once their Area has been completely 

evacuated.  They are to leave on the last boat, taking radio equipment and 
report the clearance of the area.   

• Through Area Coordinators, advise Village/Community Coordinators 
remaining in Yellow Zone to move their communities out immediately to 
Pick-up Points or Evacuation Centres.  Advise Communiry Leaders in 
Green Zone to be ready for evacuation at short notice. 

• Continue staged evacuation of Yellow Zone either directly to other 
islands or to temporary Evacuation Centres in Green Zone 

• Begin staged evacuations of Green Zone as threat levels rise 
• Continue liaison with NDC to keep tally of people evacuated. 
• Withdraw on the last boat along with the S&R team only once all zones 

are evacuated (unless danger levels are extremely high).  Report to NDC 
upon withdrawal 
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VVAL LINKED COMMUNITY RESPONSE ACTIVITIES  
 
Table 3: Principal community response activities to be carried out by Community 
Coordinators, keyed to VVAL’s for Ambae (Lombenben) volcano 
 
VVAL 
VVAL 

Description 
Wanem kaen 
aktiviti 

What to do 
Wanem samting komiuniti imas mekem 

0 
0 

Normal, quiet 
Nomol. Volkeno 
isilip kwaet 
nomo. 

• Look out for new signs of activity or any changes in the 
environment around the volcanop 

• Lukaot gud long eni niu saen long aktiviti long volkeno 
mo eni jenjes long environmen araon long maot long 
volkeno. 

• Organise a village disaster committee and meet regularly 
to consider how to improve the preparedness of the 
community 

• Okonaesem gud wan vilij disasta komiti mo mekem 
plande miting blong lukluk olsem wanem blong impruvim 
prepeadnes blong vilij blong yu. 

1 
1 

Signs of 
awakening 
Ol saen blong 
volkeno iwandem 
faerap bekegen. 

• In Red Zone areas, call a meeting of the village disaster 
committee and inform community of the alert level 
change 

• Long ol villij insaed long Red Kala Eria, singaotem kwik 
wan miting blong vilij disasta komiti mo talemaot long 
pipol ol jenjes long volkeno mo ol jenjes long stanbae 
level. 

• Make sure you appoint a Village or Community 
Coordinator  

• Mekem sua se yu kat wan spesial Vilij o Komuniti 
hedman blong organaesem woning mo emejensi plan 
blong vilij 

• Inform community to prepare for a possible evacuation if 
you are near the danger area and the eruption gets larger  

• Talemoat long pipol blong prepea blong muvaot long 
vilij sapos yu stap kolosap long denja eria taem we 
volkeno istat blong faerap bikwan. 

• Prepare food, clothes, sleeping materials 
• Mekem redi ol samting we yu nidim olsem kakai, klos mo 

ol samting blong slip bifo yu mov aot. 
• Prepare a list of all people in the community 
• Kandem mo mekem wan lis blong ol pipol long vilij 

blong yu. Mekem sua se everiman istap long lis blong yu. 
• Listen to the warning updates by radio or from the 

Province Office or from Zone Coordinator 
• Lisin oltaem long ol woning mesejes we istap kam long 

yu tru long redio o long ofis blong Provins o long Zone 
Hedman blong Provins. 

• Keep a good look out for signs of increasing activity and 
report them to the Province or Volcanology Staff of the 
Department of Geology and Mines 

• Lukaot gud long eni saen long incris long aktiviti long 
volkeno mo ripotem igo long Provins o ol man blong 
volkeno long ofis blong Jioloji mo Maens long Vila. 
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2 
2 

Confirmation of 
awakening, Minor 
eruptions and 
danger near to 
crater within parts 
of Red Zone 
Volkeno hemi kirap 
o aktiviti blong 
volkeno istap 
incris. Volkeno 
istap faerap 
smolsmol. Ikat 
denja klosap long 
maot blong volkeno 
insaed long Red 
Kala Eria. 

• In Red and Yellow Zones, call a meeting of the village 
disaster committee and inform community of the alert 
level change 

• Long ol Villij insaed long Red mo Yelo Kala Eria, 
singaotem quik taem wan miting blong vilij disasta komiti 
mo talemaot long pipol aktiviti blong volkeno mo ol 
jenjes long stanbae level. 

• Inform community to prepare for a possible evacuation if 
you are near the danger area and the eruption gets larger 

• Talemaot long pipol blong redi blong Mov aot sapos oli 
stap long denja eria taem we volkeno istat blong faerap 
bikwan. 

• Be ready to move to higher ground at short notice  
• Mekem sua se yu redi oltaem blong mov aot igo antap 

long ples we I hae long sot notis nomo. 
• Prepare food, clothes, sleeping materials 
• Mekem redi ol samting we yu nidim olsem kakai, ol klos 

mo ol samting blong slip bifo yu mov aot. 
• Prepare a signal to tell the community when to assemble 

– using tamtam, church bell or bubu 
• Tingbaot mo mekem wan saen blong kivimaot mesej long 

wanem taem blong pipol kam wan ples – yu save usum 
tamtam, bel mo pupu. 

• Listen to the warning updates by radio or from the 
Province Office or Zone Coordinator 

• Lisin oltaem long ol woning mesejes we istap kam long 
yu tru long redio o long ofis blong provins blong yu o 
long Zone Hedman blong Provins. 

• Keep a close look out for signs of increasing activity that 
may affect your village, especially those villages located 
in large stream or river valleys 

• Lukaot gud long ol saens blong incris aktiviti blong 
volkeno blong ino afektem vilij blong yu, espeseli ol vilij 
we istap insaed long ol hol blong ol wota mo riva. 

3 
3 

Moderate to large 
eruption, danger in 
areas near crater 
and along main 
valleys, in Red 
Zone and parts of 
Yellow Zone 
Volkeno I faerap 
smolsmol mo 
faerap bikwan. Ikat 
bik denja klosap 
long maot blong 
volkeno mo insaed 
long ol men hol 
blong wota mo krik.  
Denja hemi stap 
insaed long Red mo 
Yelo Kala Eria. 

• In Red, Yellow and Green Zones, call a meeting of the 
village disaster committee and inform community of the 
alert level change 

• Long ol villij insaed long Red mo Yelo mo Grin Kala 
Eria, singaotem wan miting blong vilij disasta komiti mo 
talemaot long pipol ol jenjes long aktiviti blong volkeno 
mo jenjes long stanbae level. 

• If you are in the danger or hazard zone described in the 
radio or Province warnings – especially in the main 
stream and river valleys, begin your evacuation plans and 
move to pickup point specified by Province or to higher 
ground, take a radio and batteries with you 

• Sapos yu stap long denja o disasta zon we oli talemaot 
long redio o long ofis blong provins – espeseli insaed 
long hol blong wota mo riva, stat blong movaot folem 
evakuesen plan mo go long ol ples we bae oli pikimap 
yufala long hem we provins I talemaot finis o mov igo 
long ples we I hae. Tekem wan redio mo sam batris 
wetem yu blong harem developmen blong volkeno. 
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• For evacuated areas make sure that all people are 
accounted for by roll calls and that all animals left behind 
have enough food and water 

• Mekem sua se nem blong everiman istap long lis long 
taem we oli oli ridimaot nem blong ol pipol. Mekem sua 
tu se ol animols we istap behaen oli kat inaf kakai mo 
wota bifo yu livim ples blong yu. 

• If you have been asked by the Province to shelter 
evacuees, prepare shelter, food and extra toilet area 

• Sapos yu wan vilij disasta komiti blong loukaotem safti 
blong ol man blong kam aot long volkeno, mekem sua se 
yu kat inaf ples blong slip, inaf kakai mo extra ples blong 
ko long toelet long hem. 

4 
4 

Very large 
eruption, island-
wide danger 
(including areas 
within Red, Yellow 
and Green Zones) 
and effects on 
neighbouring 
islands 
Volkeno ifaerap 
bikwan. Ikat bikfala 
denja long aelan 
mo bikfala efek mo 
denja long ol aelan 
kolosap.  Denja 
hemi stap insaed 
long Red mo Yelo 
mo Grin Kala Eria. 

• If your community is now in the extended danger zone 
described in the radio or province warnings, begin your 
evacuation plans and move to pickup point specified by 
Province, take a radio and batteries with you 

• Sapos vilij blong yu istap insaed long denja zon we oli 
talemamot long redio o tru long provins blong yu, stat 
blong movaot folem evekuesen plan blong yu mo go long 
ples we bamabe oli pikimap yu long hem we provins I 
talemaot finis. Tekem wan redio mo sam batri wetem yu 
blong harem developmen blong volkeno. 

• For evacuated areas make sure that all people are 
accounted for by roll calls and that all animals left behind 
have enough food and water 

• Mekem sua se nem blong everiman istap long lis long 
taem we oli ridimaot nem blong ol pipol. Mekem sua tu se 
ol animols we oli stap bihaen oli kat inaf kakai mo wota 
bifo yu livim ples blong yu. 

• If you have been asked by the Province to shelter 
evacuees, prepare shelter, food and extra toilet area 

• Sapos yu we Provins ibin askem yu blong lukaotem ol 
man we oli ronwei long volkeno, mekem sua se yu kat 
inaf ples blong slip, inaf kakai mo extra ples blong ko 
long toelet long hem. 
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VVAL LINKED COMMUNITY RESPONSE PLANS (EXAMPLES FROM 
LOLOVANGE AND LOLOWAI) 
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OVERALL STRUCTURE OF A VOLCANIC EMERGENCY RESPONSE ON 
AMBAE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Penama Province 
Coordination Group 

Area Coordinators (4-5) 
each with: 

- transport + driver 
- HF radio + VMF operator 
- Nurse or Medical Officer 
- Red Cross representative 
- Police Officer (or several) 

Evacuation Centre Coordinators (3-4) 
each with: 

- HF radio + VMF operator 
- Nurse or Medical Officer 
- Red Cross representatives 
- Police Officer 
- VMF Officers (site constructions) 

Pick-up Points Evacuation Centres 

Village/Community Coordinators: 
- Ensure community has its own volcano plan 
- Ensure community is warned, ready to move  
- Looks for the needs of ill, old and very young 
- Keeps list of people and ensures all are evacuated to 

Pick-up Point or direct to Evacuation Centre 
- Reports to Area Coordinator or Evac Centre Coord. 

Villages/Communities/Nakamals 

National Disaster 
Management Office 

NDC Coordination Group 
and Sub-Committees 

Assisting Agencies 
Red Cross (Evacuation Centre Management, 
Evacuee Registration) 
VMF (Communications network, site works at 
Evacuation Centres, Search and Rescue) 
Police (Security and enforcement at Pick-up Points  
& Evacuation Centres) 
Health (Injury treatment at Evacuation centers and 
Pick-up Points) 
Others: Marine Authority, Vanair, Shipping 
Companies, VANGO, etc. 

Search and  
Rescue Teams (2-3) 
(with radio and transport) 

Request 
coordination 

Reports 

Requests 
and Reports 

Advice and 
staff  

Reports 

Activity coordination 

Progress reports, 
 lists, problems 

Evacuee coordination 

Capacities,  
numbers, Sit-reps 

Advice of incoming 
 numbers 

Reports 

Deployment 

Warnings, evacuation 
 instructions, route and  
Evac Centre assignment 

Sit-reps, lists of  
evacuees, problems 

Lists of evacuees, 
 problems 

Evacuation 
Paths 

Major 

Minor 
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SPECIFIC ROLES FOR VOLCANIC EMERGENCY RESPONSE ON AMBAE 
 
NDMO/NDC 
It is important that control of operations is local or Province-based for as long as possible.  This is 
desirable since the physical distance and communications difficulties between Port Vila and 
Ambae make it difficult to remain fully informed of the local situation and make rapid decisions 
upon changing circumstances.  In addition, local Province Staff have a greater knowledge of the 
local terrain and people, which is also essential to good decision-making.  Hence some of the 
important NDMO/NDC roles at least during early VVAL stages could include: 

• Pre-event promotion of volcanic hazard public awareness, and community level 
emergency plan development through periodic campaigns, village visits and school 
materials. 

• Pre-event promotion of organizations (including Provinces, Key Agencies) to prepare 
operational support plans in association with the VVAL system, through workshops, visits 
and meetings in-house. 

• Organization of logistical support to the Province Coordination Group (PCG), including 
requesting and coordinating supply of all the resources requested. 

• Appoint a Public Relations Officer for all official media communications at VVAL 1 
onward. 

• Provision of professional staff to assist the PCG manage operations at VVAL 2 onward. 
• Maintain constant briefings of all Key Agencies, Ministers, and international donors, 

request standby and deployments at appropriate times. 
• Form a shadow management committee that is ready to take over all or part of evacuation 

management should the PCG have to pull out (through direct volcanic impacts) or should 
the scale of the operation be too large for it to cope. 

 
Area Coordinators 
These staff are the key front-line operations management staff, whose role is essential to keeping 
the public informed of the current threat levels, the Province plans in place, and when and where to 
move.  It is essential that these staff are mobile (ie. have either a truck or boat plus a 
driver/messenger for their exclusive use), to enable them to quickly visit the village coordinators in 
their zone and appraise them of current situations.  It is also essential that they have HF or VHF 
radio equipment to enable regular contact to the PCG, for two-way exchange of information.   It is 
also important that they are deployed well in advance of an evacuation order, so that they have a 
chance to set up an operations centre at their Pick-up Point and to familiarise themselves with most 
or all of the village coordinators in their zone.   
 
For an island the size and form of Ambae, 5 Area Coordinators are necessary, these are taken from 
each of the 5 Area Councils which act as checkpoints.  Accompanying staff for each of the Area 
Coordinators, based at the Pick-up Point should include: 
 

- One VMF Radio Operator 
- One Medical Officer or Nurse  
- One to two Police Officers 
- One Red Cross representative   

 
Area Coordinators should be already familiar with the area they are operating in and with the 
people, as well as having excellent negotiation and decision-making skills.   
 
Typical tasks that Area Coordinators will be expected to carry out include: 

• Set up Pick-up Point operations base on high ground in Yellow Zone, leaving Police and 
Red Cross to arrange logistics of evacuee registration systems, transport loading, etc. 
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• Visit all communities in zone to supervise the nomination of Village/Community 
Coordinators (if they have not been appointed already), and preparation of village-level 
plans 

• Begin and maintain (through VMF radio operator) scheduled sit-reps. 
• Upon first stage of evacuation declaration, visit all Village Coordinators in Red Zone (or 

call a meeting of them if there is time) and instruct them to urgently move, giving 
directions to Pick-up Point and Evacuation Centre. 

• With assistance with Police Officers negotiate with communities that are unwilling to 
leave 

• Visit or send messages to Yellow Zone Village Coordinators to be on standby for a 
possible later move 

• Receive lists of evacuated people from Village Coordinators along with numbers of 
injured, ill, disabled or elderly and missing. 

• Radio to PCG details of areas evacuated with numbers, problems encountered, activity 
levels, request transport for the numbers incapable of walking, and request deployment of 
Search and Rescue Teams. 

• Encourage evacuated villages to make their own way to Evacuation Centres unless the 
road is blocked or crossing dangerous Red Zone areas, in which case request evacuees to 
wait for boat transport. 

• Radio to PCG the number requiring boat transport to Evacuation Centres if roads are 
impassable or dangerous. 

• As evacuation stages proceed to Yellow Zone, begin progressive evacuation, by visiting 
and instructing Village Coordinators. 

• Move out with Pick-up point staff ONLY once all villages have been evacuated from the 
area, relocating if activity seriously threatens personnel 

 
Village/Community Coordinators 
Every village/community on Ambae should be encouraged to form its own Village Disaster 
Committee, including a person that represents them during a volcanic emergency, ie. a Village 
Coordinator.  This person is best appointed at VVAL 1, since a pre-arranged person may be away 
at the time of an event.  It is most likely and most desirable that villages or communities will have 
the ranking Chief or his appointee as their Village Coordinator.  It is important that the Village 
Coordinator has the ability to speak for the people, and to be able to encourage them to prepare 
and follow a village emergency plan, whether that involved them evacuating or assisting those that 
have evacuated from other areas of the island.  The basis of appropriate village plans, are those 
developed by the Lolovange and Lolowai communities.  Typical tasks of the Village Coordinator 
could include the following: 

• Form a village disaster committee with representatives from Women, Youth, and Church 
groups, and update them of all new information.  

• Encourage village disaster committee to develop an informal village disaster plan for 
internal preparations, warnings, actions and responsibilities. 

• Prepare a list of all people in the area that you represent, including noting those that are 
immobile (sick, elderly or very young) 

• Make sure all in the village/community are aware of the village plan and what they would 
be expected to do in the case of a volcanic emergency 

• Make sure there is an agreed warning system to alert the community in the case of an 
evacuation (bells, tamtam or pupu) 

• Once Zone Coordinators are deployed, meet with them regularly for updates of 
information 

• Make sure that there are several people with transistor radios to listen for warnings on 
Vanuatu Radio 

• Make sure people are prepared to move at short notice, with only what they can easily 
carry (including food for three days, clothes) 
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• Village Coordinators in Red Zone to post lookouts upstream and be extra-vigilant for any 
sign of activity; have village ready to move to high ground at very short notice (minutes) 

• Report any new or unusual activity to Zone Coordinators (eg. ground shaking, hot springs, 
bad gas smells and new ground cracks) 

• Once Zone Coordinators issue the request to move, make sure all families move out to the 
agreed Pick-up Point with food for three days and spare clothing, animals should be left 
behind 

• Make sure people stick to an agreed route and do not cross stream valleys 
• Update list of injured and disabled and request transport help for them from Zone 

Coordinator (this may not be possible) 
• Leave only once entire village has been evacuated 
• Report to Zone Coordinator or Red Cross at Pick-up Point to report the numbers 

evacuated, the numbers of injured or disabled, and details of any who are missing or could 
not be carried out 

• Proceed under instructions from Zone Coordinator to Evacuation Centre, by route 
specified, wait for boat transport if roads are blocked or dangerous 

• Keep group together and look out for their needs and moral 
• Upon arrival to Evacuation Centre, report to Evacuation Centre Coordinator with numbers 

in party, numbers injured or requiring medical assistance 
• Keep group together and make the best of resources available, assisting others that are 

worse off for food and shelter. 
• Maintain discipline of group during waiting periods and longer times in Evacuation Centre 

 
Evacuation Centre Coordinators 
These personnel will be responsible for setting up and managing up to 5 Evacuation Centres for 
short periods (days to weeks), either in Green Zone on Ambae, or on neighbouring islands.  They 
should be appointed at the start of a VVAL 2 declaration and be deployed at this time.  In urgent 
cases they could be Province-based staff members (eg. Provincial Heath), but off-island specialist 
staff should be brought in at later stages, either from Red Cross or the Heath Department.  The 
Evacuation Centre Coordinator requires HF or VHF radio communications to be updated of arrival 
numbers through the PCG and in return to advise them of needs and situation.  Generators, shelter 
materials and relief food and medical supplies will also be urgently required.  Each Evacuation 
Centre should cater for between 500 and 1000 people.  For this to be possible, a great deal of 
assistance will need to be provided by surrounding villages.  
 
The Coordinator should be accompanied by: 

- At least 2 medical officers or nurses 
- One VMF Radio Operator 
- One to two Police Officers 
- A VMF team to assist in Site preparation 
- A Red Cross team to help manage the relief duties 

 
Some of the duties expected of the Evacuation Centre Coordinator will include: 

• Upon deployment, negotiating with resident Village Coordinators or Chiefs a location to 
set up the Centre and securing assistance in terms of food, cooking assistance and shelter 

• Overseeing construction of sanitary facilities, water supplies, shelter and kitchens with 
assistance of VMF team and local residents 

• With Red Cross, establishing a recording system for all entering camp 
• Organising with incoming Village Coordinators and their evacuated groups 

accommodation that enables them to stay together 
• Through daily head counts assessing relief supply needs and requesting appropriate 

supplies through PCG 
• Assessing medical supply needs and if necessary requesting transfer of patients to Port 

Vila or Santo or deployment of more medical staff to the Centre. 
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• Advising PCG of remaining capacities and reporting any volcanic activity that affects the 
area 

• Overseeing preparations for evacuating the Centre residents and local surrounding villages 
off-island should the level of activity rise to VVAL 4 

• Overseeing dispute settlement and reconciliation (with the assistance of Police) within the 
Centre and with surrounding residents 

 
Search and Rescue Teams 
Two or three search and rescue teams of three men (including a nurse or first-aid officer) should be 
deployed (from VMF or Police) to be based with the PCG at VVAL 2.  These groups should be 
equipped with HF or VHF radios and the PCG should reserve transport (one truck and two motor-
boats) for their operations.  They should be deployed by the PCG upon requests from Zone 
Coordinators to assist in the assistance of eruption casualties or rescue of disabled or ill from 
evacuated areas.  They should be prepared to operate under dangerous conditions, but should not 
be expected to put their lives at extreme risk.  They will probably require assistance from a 
volunteer local guide when entering evacuated areas. 
 
Vanuatu Mobile Forces 
Vanuatu Mobile Forces along with the Police will be required to play a key supporting role in the 
management of any volcanic emergency on Ambae.  Some of the important activities that will be 
required include: 

• Upon VVAL 2 declaration, setting up a HF or VHF radio network with various 
components: 

a) A channel and specific call signs to connect the PCG with all Zone 
Coordinators and S&R teams 

b) A separate channel and specific call signs to connect the PCG with 
Evacuation Centres 

c) Equipping a PCG radio set with frequencies to communicate with shipping 
and with air traffic 

d) Deploying portable radios with Volcanology Section field observation teams 
if they are not otherwise equipped 

e) Ensuring adequate solar panels, batteries, and generators are in place to keep 
systems operating at all times. 

f) Deploying communications officers with Zone Coordinators (4-5), 
Evacuation Centre Coordinators (4-5) and the PCG (two officers) 

• Upon VVAL 2 declaration and high likelihood of staged evacuation, deploying up to 5 
groups of 6-10 men to assist in the set-up of Evacuation Centres 

• Upon VVAL 2 declaration, deploying 2-3, three-man Search and Rescue Teams with 
portable radios, to be based at the PCG 

 
Police 
The Vanuatu Police will be required to supply human resources to assist in local volcanic 
emergency operations, some of the tasks that they would be required for include: 

• Upon VVAL 2 declaration, deploying up to 10 staff (2 at each Pick-up Point) to assist 
Zone Coordinators in: 

- Organising logistics  
- Negotiation, and if necessary enforcement of evacuation 
- Assisting with controlling transport loading 
- Restricting access to evacuated areas 

• Upon VVAL 2 declaration and high likelihood of a staged evacuation, deploying up to 10 
staff (2 at each Centre) to assist Evacuation Centre Coordinators in: 

- Negotiations with host villages 
-  Maintaining law and order in the camp and resolving disputes between 

people in the Centre and those from surrounding villages 
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Red Cross 
The Vanuatu Red Cross Society is likely to be required to assist in any evacuation that results from 
a volcanic emergency on Ambae.  Activities that Red Cross can effectively contribute to include 
evacuee registration (for which they have an internationally developed system) and assistance with 
Evacuation Centre Management.  Red Cross is also a major supplier/distributor of relief goods that 
would fit well with a role in effectively caring for evacuated populations.  To carry out this role 
Red Cross would need to: 

• Upon declaration of VVAL 2, deployment of staff and materials to accompany each of the 
4-5 Zone Coordinators to Pick-up Points (1-2 staff per Zone) 

• Upon declaration of VVAL 2 and the high likelihood of a staged evacuation, deployment 
of relief staff to either manage or assist management of Evacuation Centres. 

 
Department of Health 
The Health Department will also play an important role in any volcanic crisis response on Ambae 
and as such will need to prepare for the following potential roles: 

• Upon declaration of VVAL 2, deployment of medical staff (seconded from elsewhere in 
Vanuatu) with each of the 4-5 Zone Coordinators (1-2 staff for each) 

• Upon declaration of VVAL 2 and the high likelihood of a staged evacuation, deployment 
of at least 2 medical staff to each of up to 5 Evacuation Centres to be established in Green 
Zone on Ambae or on neighbouring islands 

 
Volcanology Section 
Staff of the Volcanology Section, with possibly co-opted assistance from overseas scientists 
should be deployed on the island at the earliest stage possible after declaration of VVAL 1.  Their 
initial and overriding task will be to determine whether or not there is a definite risk of eruption 
that warrants a upgrading to VVAL 2.  Other tasks will include: 

• Establishing a network of local observers to report unusual signs and activities 
• Setting up what ever monitoring equipment is available 
• Requesting overseas monitoring assistance if the risk levels warrant it 
• Providing scheduled continuous updates to the PCG and NDMO/NDC from VVAL 1 

onwards 
• Providing updated hazard maps upon which to base evacuation plans 
• Deployment of permanently stationed field teams (in Yellow Zone) with radio 

communications upon declaration of VVAL 2 (teams not to be permanently located in the 
crater area) 

• Maintaining observations and reports of activity until teams are evacuated along with the 
last of the population in the area  

 
Other Groups 
Other departments and agencies will also be required to assist in various roles and at various times 
before and during a volcanic emergency on Ambae, their roles and preparedness should be part of 
a full planning exercise.  These agencies include:  

- Radio Vanuatu 
- Printed News Media agencies 
- Marine Authority or Department 
- Civil Aviation 
- Customs 
- Donors 
- VANGO 
- Telekom 
- Public Works Department 
- Women’s Affairs 
- Education 
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- Vanair 
- Geology and Mines (Water Section) 
- National Tourism Office 
- Department of Finance/Economic Planning 
- Department of Agriculture 
- Home Affairs 
- Provincial Affairs 
- Church Councils or Bodies 

 
VOLCANO OPERATION CHECKLISTS 
 

1. Tekem stret toktok mo talem aot bifo yu mekem evaluation. 
 
2. Talem aot stret, wanem stages warning istap long hem. 
 
3. Confirmem ol pick up points bifo yu startem evaluation. 
 
4. Identifyem stret mo safety routes igo long ol pick up points. 
 
5. Sortem ol pipol long groupings. 
 
6. Confirmem niu relocation bifo movem ol pipol. 

 
7. Buildim ol facilities blong helpem use of ol Centres ia (lafriners, showers, shelters) etc. 

 
8. Providem water source for use long ol Centres ia. 

 
9. Discuss wetem possible Lidas, mo Jifs blong identifyem which vilijes blong usem olsem 

evaluation centers. 
 

10. Relayem ol informations mo findings igo long Vila (NDMO) for further consideration. 
 

11. Installem communication links blong relayem informations mo findings. 
 

12. Mekem sure ol conditions blong roads wihing 10km radios oli informed through Vila 
Office (NDMO). 

 
13. Advicem pipol long wanem stages volcano threats istap long hem. 

 
14. I proper blong evaluatem ol pipol within 10km zone fastaem, igo long N/E mo Saot West 

long aelan. 
 

15. Informem pipol wanem threats zone mo which one ol safety zone. 
 

16. Advicem NDMO long further assistance we oli beyond our control. 
 

17. Confirmem Number of Vehicles mo Out Boat, Motors long Ambae mo nems blong 
owners mo capacity blong ol. 

 
18. Confirmem pick up points sipos evaluations by boats. 

 
19. Tekem personal belongings we oli important blong use. 

 
20. Leavim ol nara samting behind we yu no really nidim. 
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APPENDIX 3 – Hazard Checklists 
 

1. CYCLONE ACTION 
 
Bifo Cyclone Season 

 
• Yu mas gat portable radio, mo wan torch wetem spare batteries. 
• Jekem haos blong stap long gud conditions bifo cyclone ikam tru eg. roof/walls etc. 
• Removum ol trees and branches blong ol trees we i kolosap long haos. 
• Removum any item we i save causem damage by high wind. 
• Mekem sure se yu understandem ol messages we ikam tru long radio we Meteorological 

Station istap givimaot. 
• Sipos home or haos yu istap kolosap long flooding River, move igo long Hae ples we i 

safe. 
• Remember blong includim First Aid Kits wetem yu eg. medicines, food, water, lightings. 
• Identify safe shelter blong firstly muvum sick, old pipol wetem ol pikinini. 

 
Warning Taem Cyclone Istap Gohed 

 
• Listen long radio or sipos no watchem TV blong karem mo informations. 
• Lockem ol truck long safe place, mo mekem sure yu gat spare clothes mo first aid kits, 

blong usim in time of need. 
 
Sipos Evacuation I Necessary Blong Mekem 

 
• Switch off electricity, gas etc. 
• Lokem haos taem yu livim ples or haos. 
• No forgetem emergency kits. 
• Follem instruction we emergency instructor i talem. 
• Wanwan man or woman no pikinini ino aot hem wan. 

 
Taem We Cyclone I Hitim Ples 

 
• Stap insaed long haos nomo. 
• Protecktem yu wetem blanket or mattress. 
• Stap long haos kasem cyclone i passem yu. 
• Chosem part blong shelter, we i strong blong yu stap long hem kasem cyclone i pass. 

 
After Long Cyclone 

 
• Yu no go aotsaed kasem official warning ikamaot, mo i talem se cyclone i pass finis. 
• Listen long Radio blong harem mo information. 
• Contact National Disaster Office for any Emergency Needs. 
• Sipos yu gat need, reportem damages ikam long Provincial Disaster Committee. 

 
 
2.  EARTHQUAKE ACTION  
 

Tok Save Abaot Earthquake 
 

Ol samting we yu needim bifo Earthquake: – 
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• Lo 2 torch light mo batteries. 
• 1 portable radio. 
• 1 box First Aid Kits. 
• Emergency Numbers – Fire, Police, Health, mo Province. 

 
Taem Earthquake I Happen 

 
• Stap insaed long shelter we i safe mo no go aotsaed. 
• Lukaot long after shocks mo prepare blong evacuate sipos i necessary. 
• Stay away long ol broken windows, power lines, mo anything we i antap over long head 

blong yu. 
• Sipos yu wandem savem life blong yu blong kat aot long ol falling object, yu no panic, 

sipos ples i crowded tumas. 
 

Sipos Earthquake I Happen Be Yu Stap Aot Saed 
 

• Luk aot long falling trees etc mo stay out long open space. 
• Yu no traem blong lukaot shelter blong hide insaed taem Earthquake itekem ples. 
• Lukaot long ol trucks mo fallen power lines, damaged roads mo bridges. 
• Listen long radio for information mo advice. 

 
Sipos Igat Injuries After Earthquake 

 
• Checkem injuries ia mo apply First Aid. 
• Call for help mo no removum injuries patient until help in carried aot. 
• No usum Telephone unless hemi absolutely necessary. 
• Turnem off cooking gaz or stove. 
• No lightem gaz wetem matches otherwise igat link. 
• Checkem of cracks long ol buildings. 
• Checkem ol food mo water supplies. 
• Yu no go sightseeing or enter ol damaged buildings. 
• Stay calm mo helpem anyone we oli gat need. 

 
“Earth oltaem i happen suddenly mo isave causem smol or big damages mo threats wetem smol or 
no warning so i mo gud yu mas save wanem blong mekem in case earthquake i happen? 
 
3. VOLCANO ACTION 
 

Tok Save Abaot Volcano 
 

• Listen long ol warnings we Disaster Management Office igivm aot concernem Volcano 
alert levels. 

 
• Mekem sure se yu passem ol toktok long stret pipol blong passem long public. 

 
• Prepare blong gat: – 

 
� torch light mo batteries 
� radio 
� clothing 
� first aid kits 
� any special needs as Medicines, Emergency, Telephone Numbers (eg. Health, 

Police) 
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• Wait kasem taem we yu receivim instruction blong move aot long affected site we yu stap 

long hem. 
 

• Yu no panic taem yu move igo long Pick Up Points mo Evacuation Centres. 
 

• Listen long instructor nomo be ino nara people, lukaot; igat confussion long taem blong 
evacuation. 

 
• Leavim ol samting we ino necessary blong karem wetem yu. 

 
• Remember blong savem laef, hemi important than ol narafala samting long taem blong 

disaster. 
 

4. FLOOD ACTION  
 

• Taem bigfala heavy ikam, lukaot long flood, taem hemi ron tru long vilij. 
 

• No crossem heavy water (flood) taem hemi ron. 
 

• No traem blong crossem taem yu luk se paoa blong flood i ron strong. 
 

• No letem ol pikinini iko traem blong crossem flood long wan creek faraway long vilij. 
 

• No traem blong usum nara samting olsem rope or wood blong traem crossem river. 
 

• Sipos one man or woman or pikinini istap long danger, askem wan or tu strong man blong 
help blong savem hem. 

 
5. FAEA ACTION  
 

• Lukaot long faea taem i laet. 
 

• No traem blong go insaed long faea taem i laet bigwan. 
 

• Sipos faea i bonem yu, rollen yu long kraon or askem nara person imas traem kilimaot 
faea long yu. 

 
• Luk aot long faea we igivim thick smoke we yu no save luk through. 

 
• Sipos yu stap insaed long haos taem igat faea, findem wei blong kaot quick taem. 

 
• Askem help taem faea igo daon. 
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APPENDIX 4 – Standard Operating Procedures 
 

1. POST-EVENT AREA COUNCIL ASSESSMENT FORM AND 
GUIDELINES 
 

Guideline Policy  
 

1. Studyem Assessment form ia bifo yu start fillimap. 
 
2. Mekem sure se ol information we yu gather oli tru mo approved bae Chairman of the Area 

Council. 
 

3. Ol Area Disaster Komity, oli responsible blong Assessem own Area Boundary blong ol. 
 

4. Area Disaster Komity oli save usum some Assessment Form, but. 
 

5. One Area Council Chairman should submittim one Overall Assessment Reports after first 
assessment reports, mo signed by Chairman of the Council mo ol subordinates blong hem. 

 
6. No Assessment Reports isave go direct long NDMO long Vila. 

 
7. Provincial Disaster Management bae ifilimap Standard Assessment (yellow Assessment 

Forms) for each aelan for NDMO (Vila). 
 

8. In case of only wanfala i affected then item (7) shud forward wan report for that particular 
area. 

 
9. Direct Report igo long NDMO without concern blong Provincial Disaster Management 

Controller by Office ino save assist long matter raise. 
 

10. Follom olgeta instruction ia bifo assessment i tekem ples. 
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2.  POST-EVENT DAMEJ ASSESSMENT FORM FOR PROVINCE 

TO COMPLETE 
 

DISASTA DAMEJ ASESMEN FOM – RURAL ERIA 
(A) AELAN:    (B) VELEJ:    (C) POIULESEN:    
 
(D) LOKEISON: (1) EMI FORON SOLOWOTA I WASEM / DAMEJEM OLGETA YES / NO 
 
   (2) FOROM RIVA I WASEM / DAMEJEM OLGETA  YES / NO 
 
   (3) FOROM WOTA I FULAP MO DAMEJEM OLGETA  YES / NO 
 
(E) NAMBA BLONG OL PIPOL WE OLI LUS        
 (forom solwota, bus, riva, kraon I foltaon or faea) 
 
(F) BAMBAE YUMI NID BLONG KAREMAOT SERJ MO RESKIU   YES / NO 
 
(G) MEDIKOL: (1) NAMBA WE OLI KAREM KIL       
 
   (2) NAMBA WE OLI DET        
   
   (3) SAPOS IKAT OL MEDIKOL OFISA LONG VELEJ  YES / NO 
        OLI WANEM: (a) NES         (b) SISTA               (c) DOKTA    
 
   (4) BAE EMI NID BLONG MUVUM OL SIK PIPOLA  YES / NO 
 
   (5) NAMBA BLONG OL SIK PIPOL WE OLI NID BLONG MNV     
 
   (6) WANEM KAEN KIL OR SIKNES WE OLI KASEM      
 
                   
  
                   
 
(H) HAOS BLONG SILIP: 
   (1) NAMBA WE OLI KOMPLITLI DISTROE      
 
   (2) NAMBA WE OLI HAF DAMEJ MO OLI STAP IET     
 
   (3) NAMBA BLONG HAOS BLONG OL TIJAS WE OLI STAP IET    
 
   (4) NAMBA BLONG HAOS BLONG KAVMAN WE OLI STAP IET    
 
   (5) NAMBA BLONG OL JIOS WE OLI STAP IET      
 
(I) KONTISEN LONG: 
   (1) OL KLINIK          
 
   (2) OL HOSPITAL         
 
   (3) OL SKUL          
 
(J) WOTA SAPLAE: 
   (1) EMI DAMEJ       YES / NO 
 
   (2) WANEM KAEN SAPLAE: (a) Tank  (b) Pump  (c) Wota we ikam long paep 
        (d) Spring wota  (e) samfalla moa        
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(K) IKAT SAM NARAFALA WOTA:      YES / NO 
 
(L) KOMIUNIKESEN: 
   (1) EMI KAT SAMFALA WEI LONG KOMIUNIKESEN  YES / NO 
 
   (2) Sapos YES wanem kaen, hao mas, emi blong huia, mo 
         namba we yumi save mekem kontak wetem ol or namba 
         blong frikwensi long redio we oli ket        
 
(M) KAIKAI (1) IKAT OL KAIKAI WE OLI RER ISTAP   YES / NO 
 
   (2) Sapos YES wanem kaen kaikai        
  
              
 
              
 
   (3) KOMENS:          
  
              
 
              
 
(N) EARFIL (PLES BLONG PLEN) (Sapos emi nid blong  mekem ripot) 
   (1) EMI DAMEJ       YES / NO 
 
   (2) SAPOS YES WANEM KAEN DAMEJ       
  
              
 
              
 
(O) OL ROD MO OL BRIJES: 
   (1) IKAT DAMEJ      YES / NO 
 
   (2) Sapos ikat damej wanem nao emi damejem (forom kraon 
         i foltaon mo berem, forom ol tris oli foltaon mo 
         blokem or brekem, or long riva emi bin wasem aot) 
 
(P) OL NARAFALA KOMENS:           
 
              
 
              
 
              
 

 
Produced by the Vanuatu National Disaster Management Office and Emergency Management 

Australia as an International Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction initiative. 
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3.  EMERGENCY OPERATIONS CENTRE ACTIVATEM 
 

• Callem meeting. 
• Talem stret toktok blong warning. 
• Checkem se everiwan ikasem toktok. 
• Findem strong shelter blong hide long hem. 
• Shelterem ol pikinini mo ol olfala fastaem. 
• Selectem ol strong pipol blong help. 
• Rescue olgeta pikinini, ol olfafa iko long ol shelter. 
• Clearem ol woods forom ol shelters we pipol oli hide long ol. 
• Securem haos wetem ropes or ol nara samting we oli save kipim ol haos istrong, kasem 

Disaster ifinis. 
• Checkem se ol pipol oli stap qwaet. 

 

4. TAEM DISASTER HEMI OVA (FINIS) 
 

• Check se Disaster hemi decrease. 
• Check se everi oli orate or no. 
• Assistim olgeta we oli nidim quick treatments. 
• Seekim help for olgeta we oli nidim help quick taem. 
• Findem aot house damages disaster imekem.  (Mekem Records) long Disaster Forms. 
• Check long National Disaster Office or Provincial Office where direction blong wind hemi 

go. 
• Sipos I possible yu save letem pipol ifree. 
• Clearem ol damages. 
• Check se pipol oli drinkim clean water. 
• Askem help for rehability procedures. 

 

5.   POLICE EVACUATION CHECKLIST 
 

• Tekem stret tok mo talem aot bifo yu mekem operations. 
• Identifyem ol safety routes we igo long ol pick up points. 
• Sortem aot ol pipol long groupings eg. Olgeta wetem physical conditions: Ol pikinini 

nomo, ol olfala pipol. 
• Identifyem wea ples blong pipol imove igo long hem, mo set up latrines, showers, shelters 

etc. 
• Check se imas gat water source available. 
• Advicem ol evacuees blong karem cooking facilities, personal belongings mo some food 

durings evacuees. 
• Negotiate wetem ol Jifs mo Leaders which Vilijes bae yumi usem olsem Evacuation 

Centre. 
• Sipos impossible Relayem ol informations mo ol findings ikam long TAG (Penama) mo 

long case blong Earthquake mo Volcano yu may relayem igo long Vila, (NDMO) for 
further consideration. 

• Informem ol communities about ol major threats zone, safety zone of refuge zonem 
boundaries mo groupings. 

• Sipos possible givim warning through Radion. 
 

6.   EMERGENCY OPERATIONS CENTRE MANAGEMENT  
 
The Standard Operating Procedures for the management of the EOC have yet to be included in this 
document.
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APPENDIX 5 – Contact Details 
 
1.  PENAMA TELEPHONES (S) CONTACTS – EMERGENCY 
 
AMBAE 
Penama Provincial Office 38348 
(Police / Disaster Officer) 38414 / 38415 
Education Office (PEO) 38316 
Hospital Office (Dr) 38302 
Hospital Office (P/Phone) 38380 
Lolopuepue (Principal) 38410 
Waluriki (Ps Thomas Maxwell) 38441 
Nduindui (Jif Charlie Bani) 38345 
Walaha (PS) 38418 
Vureas High School (Principal) 38378 
 
MAEWO 
Betarara (Ezekiel Boelum) 38342 
Ron Wilson (Ron Wilson) 38353 
Baitora (Simon Boe) 38336 
Nasawa (Keith Tabi) 38463 
 
PENTICOST 
Abwatuntora (Office) 38280 
Aute Community (Chief) 38467 
Nazareth School (Principal) 38355 
Ranwadi School (Principal) 38386 
Ranwadi School (Public Phone) 38387 
Bwatnapni (Alain Bule) 38329 
Melsisi (Principal) 38365 
Pangi Office (Area Office) 38327 
 
2. PENAMA TELE/RADIO CONTACTS 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AMBAE MAEWO PENTICOST 
Nagole (North Ambae) Asanvari (Maewo) Abwatuntora (Office) 
Sakau (South Ambae) Naviso (East Ambae) Loltong (Office) 
Sartamata (PPG Office) Talise (Central Maewo) Aligu (Chief) 
Ambore (Police In–charge) Kerepei Hospital (Central 

Maewo) 
 

Tavala (Community)   
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3. NATIONAL TELEPHONE/FAX CONTACTS - EMERGENCY  
 
VILA 
NDMO Telephone 24465 
 Fax 22800 
Police Opd Centre Telephone 22803/22802/22801 
 Fax 22800 
Police Telephone 22222 
 Fax 22800 
VMF Telephone 22358 
 Fax 22859 
VMF Ops & Trg Telephone 23742 
Fire Brigade Telephone 22333/36333 
Radio Ollen Telephone 22221/22759 
Ambulance Telephone 112/Santo 112 
ORSTOM Telephone 22268 
UNELCO Telephone 22724/36636 
Vila Central Hospital Telephone 22100 
After Hours Telephone 26396 
Red Cross Telephone/Fax 22599 
RVS Togoro Telephone 22860 
 
SANTO 
VMF Telephone 36487 
Police Station Telephone/Fax 36064 
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APPENDIX 6 - Resource Details 
 

1. AELAN DATAS 
 

 AMBAE DATAS MAEWO DATAS PENTICOST DATAS 
Inhabitants 9418 3171 14057 
Secondary Schools 5 1 3 
Primary Schools 27 6 28 
Dispensaries 4 4 11 
Co–operatives 14 2  
Private Stores  14  
Health Centre / 
Hospital 

2 1 2 

Boreholes (Wota) 40   
Aid Posts 16 3  
Terminals 11 1  
Private Trucks / 
Motorbikes 

40 11  

Community Trucks 
/ Motorbikes 

59 1  

Private Canoes 155 20  
Community Boats 
(No Engine) 

4   

Private Speed 
Boats 

17 7  

Community Speed 
Boats 

7   

Ships  2  
Airstrips 3 1 2 
Wharfes 4 1 (1 Damaged) 
Anchorages 7   
Autorages  11  
Telephones 104 15 8 
Teleradios 5 6 3 
 

2. OL SHIPPING AGENTS 
 

Vessels Owners Telephone No. 
PENAMA 
M.V. Elsedai Jimmy Moli 26408 
M.V. Makila Keith Wilson 36599 

Roy Wilson 36501 / 36682 M.V. Hula 
Ron Wilson 36353 

M.V. Tali Samson Bule 38449 
OTHER PROVINCE 
M.V. Killian Din Van Than 22258 
M.V. Din I Din Van Than 22258 
M.V. Tina COPV 36378 
M.V. Euphrosine Govt. 22339 
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M.V. Liza Din Van Than 22258 
3. EMERGENCY ACCOMMODATION FACILITIES 
 

Village Places No. of People Contact Person 
 Tumsisiro 30 Br. Steward Natu 
 Torgil Church 50 Augustine Rihai 
 Dining Hall 50 Augustine Rihai 
 Classroom 30 Augustine Rihai 
 Staff House 30 Augustine Rihai 
 St. Barnabas 25 Fr. Duddley Garae 
 St Luke (MBH) 50 Fr. Eric Vuti 
(Pentecost) Nakamal  15 Reuben Sese 
Saratamata Nakamal 200 Police Office 
Lolopuepue College De Tagaga * 420 Principal 
Losignoiburue Public Works House                     60 John Kere Mo Jif 

Moise Ngere 
Losignoiburue Dock House                     20 John Kere Mo Jif 

Moise Ngere 
Losignoiburue Ex–Council House                     20 John Kere Mo Jif 

Moise Ngere 
Losignoiburue Nakamal                     30 John Kere Mo Jif 

Moise Ngere 
Loqalasi Nakamal 20 Jif Alick 
Losaihoho Nakamal 20 Mathew Tari 
Lovuibini Catechiste / Church 

House 
50 Gaga Willie 

Lo-one Nakamal 30 Jif James Tambe 
Lo-one Church House 20 Jif James Tambe 
Tahimamavi School 110 Silas Toa / Teacher 
Lolovenue Community Hall                     40 Mr Kenard Vuvu 
Lolovenue Church House                     40 Mr Kenard Vuvu 
Lolovenue Nakamal                     30 Mr Kenard Vuvu 
Lolovenue Nakamal 

(Lovuitogohi) 
                    30 Mr Kenard Vuvu 

Navonda Community Hall                     30 Jif Lester / Jif Kae 
 Community Hall 

(Airport) 
                    30 Jif Lester / Jif Kae 

 Nakamal (Airport)                     50 Jif Lester / Jif Kae 
 
VUREAS HIGH SCHOOL 
If School is on, Vureas can accommodate 105 people.  If no School but student still remain in 
School, Vureas isave accommodatem 285 people.  Be sipos ino gat School mo ino gat Students, 
Vureas isave accommodatem 585 people.  School isave help long sam mo shelters sipos i possible.  
Vureas Chapel hemi also available. 
 
AMBAEBULU SCHOOL 
School isave accommodatem 140 students sipos School istap operate yet.  Sipos School ino 
operate long taem blong Evaluation bae School isave accommodatem 300 people. 
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* LOLOPUEPUE COLLEGE DE TAGAGA  
 
Room No. of People 
Kindy Garden 
Room 

30 

Dormitory 30 
Classroom 1 30 
Classroom 2 30 
Classroom 3 30 
Classroom 4 30 
Classroom 5 30 
Classroom 6 30 
Classroom 7 30 
Dining Hall 60 
Dormitory Female 30 
Library Room 30 
Nakamal 30 

Total 420 
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